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CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY -LIBRARY

COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT'PbLICt'

This Collection'Developient.PoliCy has been formulated to provide guide7
lines for the development of the University Library'.s collectionS. The
4etting of guidelines-for library'coIlextions is a major: step toward
coordinating colle.c'tion development. Such a policy must be flexible.
to aIldw dhaniesV46. needed. 2. '

Thispolicy informs faculty, administrators, staff, and users, as to the

scope and nature of the plans for continued develoliment of the library's

.resources. The specificity of the policy aids both' Library Contacts
and theicqdisitions and Colle-ction pavelopmentibepartment'in book
Selection, in the establishment of parameters for the approval plan,
gift processing, deacquisitions, and budgeting.

CLIENTELE AND USER-- N -EE-DE

CLIENTELE:

The University Library seeks to' serve the needs of the following clientele:

1. .Registered students, undergraduate and graduate
2. Faculty, active and emeriti

-3. Summer session, extension and external degree program faculty

and.students
4. 'Adminittrators and staff members, active and emeriti
5. Faculty and Students within the CSUC System

.6. Courtesy Card holders.as determined by the University Library
Director

Beyond the campus, there is an additienal,obligation on the part of the
University Library, within its available resources, to serve as a re-

source unit for users in the Central Coast area, and to work cooper-
atively with other libraries and networks in the sharing of materials.

USER NEEDS:

The University Library procures within its financial capabilities multi-
medialibrary materialS (books periodicals, maps, pamphlets, newspapers,

,L
microforms, manuscripts, audio-visualmaterials, government documents,
tc.) required to meet the needs. Of its users.: It seeks primarily:,

To procure and make-available materials needed for all instruc-
tional programsof the University, including' those reference
and bibliographic tools required for preparing course materials

and fulfilling 'general information needs.

2. To pro ure and make available materials basic to student research;
and to faculty research.

N. ..

3. To preserve all important materials relating to the history and

'development of the Unive'rsity.



The University Library also.seeks within its available resources:
.

1. To procure and make available library materials of general
`-'information in'Subject areas not,covered by insaitructional programs.

2. To procure and make available materials for general and'recrea-

, t'ional'reading for both students and faculty:

SUBJECT BOUNDARIES OF THE POLICY

A collection development policy is con-tangent upon its subject bo-un-

daries. These boundaries indlUdd Sudh_factorsas the curricular needs'
of the Univers ity; selection criteria :fox specific- areas; recreational
reading needs for students; etc. The boundaries, however, must be
charatterized:bY the resiliency that allows; the policy freedom_to'ek=,
pand, and, at the. same timed to adjust to .current demands. Adynamic
collectioni policy assumes librarians will be constantly4_aware oflead
time for future programs and courses in which the Library will be in-
volved in the acquisition.of materials for - these programs: With these

_ fac rsin mind, the subjeCt boundaries must reflect the principle tha
a c lle tion is built on its present strengths and should never sacri-
fice th se:strengths.

California Polytechnic State Universityis particularly noted for its
occupationally centered curricula in such fields as agriculturei_archit
teCturdi business, engineering; and science-and mathematics.whichare
integrated-with cicaely=t'alated career oriented or supporting fields
of communicative arts, ediiddtibti humanities and social sciences...

.

REGIONAL; NATIONAL; OR 'COOPERATIVE COLLECTiON-AGRE_EMERTS

'WHICH COMPLEMENT OR OTHERWISIA,FTSCT_THE-__INSTITUTIONIS POLICY

The University Library does not have any cooperative collection agree-

ment. However, the University Library's Collection is enhanced by
interlibrary loan service with national and California State libraries
including libraries within the CSUC-System, UC Berkeley, UCLAand the
Total Interlibrary Exdhange(TIE) System. In addition, the Library

-
provides direct terminal access to several large computerized data
bases covering many subject areas.

Other library resources availablvwithin San Luis Obispo County are:-
Cuesta College Library., the San Luis Obispo City-County Library; the
County. Law Library, the LDS°Gendalogical Library, and the Atascadero

State Hospital Library.

- GE -LIMITATIONS GOVERNING SELECTION

A. The primary purpose of collection development for_the University
Library is the acquisition of materials:

1., Needed to supplement assroom instruction.

;±.



2. Essential to faculty Members in preparation for instruction, and

for keeping abreast of developments in their teaching fields.

3. Basic to student research which is associated with the writing
o senior projects and graduate theses.

Basic to faculty research'

Needed for the general a d recreational reading of both stu- _

dents and faculty.
.

.

B. The emphasis is on English language materials. Foreign language

titles, except those supporting the foreign language curriculum, are

acquired on a selective baSis. .

C. NoLimitation is made On the geographical scoge as long as the

subject area is appropriate to.the collection. In general, most ma-
terialS collected are published in Engl.iSh speaking countries.

D. The emphasis is on current acquisitions as (1) the Library tries._

to provide up-=to-date material in'all curricular areas; (2) it is more

economical to purchase books and periodicals at current prices when they

. are readily available than to fill in gaps from the more expensive.and

elusive .out-of-,print market.

E. The University Library receives currentEnglish language books

published in the United States or foreign boos in English distributed

by Americanfirms for certain -sub_j_e_ct areas through an approval plan.

This plan allows for the automatic selection Ofbooks according to

subject profileS.

F. Since the UniverSity Library's _funds.do not permit the purchase of

all materials for teachimg, extension and research, duplicate copies of

books and subscriptions to journaLp are acquired only when (1)._heavy

'demand- and continuous use are .demonstrated, (2) an instructor intends

to make extensive assignment's in books to be placed in the Limitedoan/

Reserve Room.

G. The UniVersity Library does not purchase_lihrary materials for in7

definite retention by individuals, academic. departments or administra-

tive officeS.

W. Gifts are added to the collection using the same criteria as pur-

chased materials.

POLICIES GOVERNING CATEGORIES' OF LIBRARY-ATERIALS

The Libtary'S major category of materials, the general collection, con=

tains a wide selection of monogrphic and serial publications; This

collection. provides an itidepth selection of general and 'Specialized

-materiali that are required to support the university's curriculum and

co- curricular activities. In addition to the general_colleCtiOnj the

Library collects and maintains other categories of materials. The



policies that follow govern these categories, which may.also be
governed by the subject area profiles. They are grouped by.library
department whereapplicable..

REFERENCE ,DEPARTMENT-

The reference collection incluldes hose-materials which provide both
basic and in-depth information sources for a4,1 the curricula sup Xpored

..i_ _
at Cal Poly, as well as subjects of current interest not directly within'

.?cthese academic.disciplines.
.

.

Titles selected for referente_ttillettion_Are those intended by their
arrangement and_treatment to_be consulted for definite items of infor-
mation rather than_ to be read consecutively. Theiriuseis-usuaII3; re-
stricted to.the library building.

CEN-E-RAL-RZFERENCE COLLECTION

This collection is limited to only thOse works essentially referents
oriented. The department periodically updates and' weeds the collection
to assure its relevance. Included in the collection are: bibliographies,
indexes, encyclopedias, dictionaries, handbooks, ,manuals, directories,.
guides; yearbooks, gazetteers, as well as the categoriep listed below:

_CTIRRENT_PERIODICALS

The current periodicals collection contains a wide selection of titles2--
designed to meet the curricular needs of the instructional departments,
as well as a number of popular, general titles. New reque.sts for per-
iodical subscriptions are reviewed by the Periodicals and Serials Se.-
lection Review Committee in order to select those titles considered most
appropriate for the colldction-

Many of the periodical bacafileS are. maintained an microfilm (when
available) rather than.in bound volume format in order to conserve
stack space %rid. binding....funds. The origingl physical volumes are re-
tatned for those titles that have a heavy emphasis on color, illustra-
tions,'photographS, and other non-textual. matter. A microfilm copy is
sometimes- maintained in addition to the physical volumes if a-titIe is
heavily used, or subject' to theft and/ormutilation.

NEWSPAFER$

The newspaper collection contains a Select number of titles from the
lodal and CentralCoast_area, major.Califoinia cities, some major Ameri-
cancitieS on aregional reptesentative.basisi.a few of the major for-
eign- papers, and some subject-oriented titles that are related to the
curriculum. In addition to these geographical and subject content
criteria; newspapers are selected for...their journalistic quality,
accuracy; ands: reliability:. ,Newspapers are retained for a period of
one to si.x,months; Becauie of relatively poor' paper quality and -bulky
format; backfiles are maintained on microform when. available, and for_
those titles for which an itdelc is published: Indexes to newspapers in=
the collection are obtained, when available,

.

_



1,1I_CT.OTORMS

Thfe microform collection contains large sets of matet4als in both mi-

crofilm and microfiche formats, whith would be too bulky,and/or expen-

sive to acquire and/or maintain in their original formats. Many of
these materials aronly available in a microform format.

Miciofilm. pis-collection primarily contains, backfiles of per-

1;4 iodicals and "newspapers;- as well a a small number of select mono-

. g phic titles, inCluding disArtations.
; ;

B. Microfiche. This colleCtion contains large, major sets or titles',

that are.closely.related to the cur"riculum, such as'ERIC, Library

of American GtvIlizatian, Human Relations Area Files, EnvirofichP
Collection,%the Newshank__Urban_Alfairs Library, and others.

COMPUTER- MANUALS

The ColleCtion_of computer manuals in the ReferenCe Department includes

manuals published by IBM. and other. companies; such as Burroughs,_Honey-'

welli NCR; UNIVAC, Contra]. Aata, etc; The collectioft was established -

by joint agreement, between the University Library and the Computer

Center;

CORPORATE ANNUAL REPORTS

The depatment maintains an up-to=date collection- of corporate annual

reports, which is supR3emented by individual requests from faculty

and students.

COMPANY PRODUCT CATALOGS,

The department maintains a representative collection of up-to-date

company Oroduct catalogs related to subject areas, e.g., architecture;
conStructiom, engineering,. and supplies for industry and interior

design.

STANDARDS ANDSPECLEIZATIONS

The department collects the standards of many technital trade an& p
fessional associations related to the majors offered.a't thAE

c"'

:

VERTICAL FIZE

The department maintains a- limited- collection -of vertical file., items, -

including ;pamphlets and brochures, whigh are of cuirent or local inter-

est. Material in the vertical file.is purged fret;Uently'..
. .

TELEPHONEDIRECTORIES

The department maintains a collection of telephone.directorieifrom the

local office of the Pacific Telephone Company. Coverage includes; 4,



all California cities and counties, .
,. .

.%

.. .

2; major cities in the United States and selected foreign countries4
3. some smaller cities located on the West Coast, as requested. by

patrons.

COL L-EGECATALO-GS
' ms - ,

The college catalog collection contains the catalogs of all the Uni-,
I.

versity of,California and CSUC- campuses, many of the private Ca.liforliLla
colleges and universities_ a Slect number of California communityz
'colleges. ,,..Catalogs from the colleges and universities in the other -.
states, ularly the Western states, are extensively collected:
as well as fro _a select number of foreign schoolt. ,/

The catalogs -are -kept current.. Two copies of the catalogs of the moreli''
.

.1.

-

popular California schools are retained. A'micrOfiche edition of coil
t.._

ege.

catalogs is also available; along with hard copy indexes to the fiche
by schooL name and' geographical location.

\

GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS AND MAPS DEPARTMENT

The University Library is a selective depository, for both United States
and California State- Government publications. The status.of the 1.1ni=-
varsity Libraiy as a selective depository makes certain categories of
govermnment publications available free'bf charge.. Publicationt. are
telected,on the basii of the instructional and research needs of the
UniversitSr. The documents Collection, covers a broad spectrum of sub-,
jects, both as a result of its library depository states, and through
the acquisition of non - depository materials.

U. S . FEDERAL GOVERNMENT -PUBLICATIONS

. vFederal depository publications are received from the Assists t Public'..

.
Printer (Superintendent'of Documents), along withselection 'of:titles
Indexed in Congressional Information-Service-Index and AmeicanStakist
Index,

.-NATION4-TECHNICAL INFORMATION .SERVICt-TZZLICATIONS

.ik*: 'The _University Library-subscribes to NTIS publications under the 'SRLM

(Sele'cted Research in Microfiche) program in the following pre=selected ,

subje&t fields;
.

1. Agriculture and Food
2. tuilding Technology .

B. Other selected NTIS publitations. not.received ungr t pro-.

grap are ordered.se§arately.

CALIFORNIA STATE AND MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT PUBILICATIONS

rW department in its. depbPsitory-staius receives from California State



Printer .documents 7designated for a selective depository 'library. In

addition to these documents.; the department attempts to acquire .non -:
depository- materials directly from members of the legislature and- gov-

ern m ent agent ies.

B. Publications are_ received from county agriculture commissioners'
0.ff tces= and plannineasencieg of :,cities and counties: _Publitatketis
fSott other agencies of cities and counties. are acquired selectively.

4 _ _

Reports -published by -private -consulting-firxs and -sukmit ted- to

planning agentieS of. the San Luis Obispo City. and County GoVernients
are also received.

t`"1

AGRICULTURE EXPERIMENT STATION AND EXTENSION SP.RVICE.PUBLICATIONS
. .

A.: All publicatiOna from Califtrnia 'Agritulture Experiment Station and
Extension Services are collected. .. ,

.

_
. ' = : c .

B. '/hajor series of Out-of-stat agriculture experiment .Station. ande agrcu
'I-extension services are also iaceived.* *,

c

BLICATiONS"
AOMOI

The departinent \ubscribes to a microform edition of United Nations
DOcumentS 'and official records, °,:.incIuding putiIcations. issued', by ttte

. 1.following bodies:.
.

4:

'
.

1. _Genetar. Assembly
2; Security Council
3. Economic and Soc/ial Council
4. Secretariat.
5. UN DeveAbpment Pkogram .

6. Intexnatiomal Court of. Justice
7. TrusteeSTals%Cbuntil

/

.

.

.,-
8. Disarmamnt commission
9. UN- Induserial Development Organization

.PubIitationS by UN related, agencieS such as -FAO, ILO .141.10-?. UNICEF; '

ete; ; are not included in the microform- edition, but are ordered in hard
copy format by the Acquisitions and CallectiP4 _Development Department
and -the Silrials Department and are cataloged with the sea ral collectiorl;

MAPS
-r'

.

The_ department main td-ins a collection- of atlases and maps. The map

'-collection contains the following types:. .

;
. .

1. "Topographic maps of the Unfted States and California
2. , Geologic maps ,

1; Soil maps
4. City planning maps
5. Street' maps of cities in California .

6. Scientific maps and atlases publish;ed' by the UNESCO Press

7. Mapt received. as U.S; and ICaIifornia State Depoiitory items

VII
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8. Various thematic maps closely related' to -the University
CurriCulum with primary, ,emphdeis on. California

9. Selected general'foreign maps in small scale

LEARNING RESOURCES AND CURRICULUM DEPARTMEN

:Zhe:LearningJResources and_CUrriculuM:_DepartMent Troyideside_range
oyprint:and"non-pfint materialsc in such fields _as education child
development, chiLdren's_literature, and some areas 'of the arts and
sciences; _

.,CHTLDXN',S LITERATURE COLLECTION
,

The department proVides a current collection of popular and outstanding.
.

___ _

children's books,-both fiction and non-fiction, to serve the needs of
faculty and students ,in the.various university programs. concerned with

.
the education of the pre=School child up to and including the young ,

adult level. .

.

'CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The department maintains a depository_collection of curriculum mater-
ials from the CalifoAia.Depaitment of Education and. school districts
in. California. Non-dePository, materials 'issued by various school

in California and othyr states are also maintained by
.

the de-
.

partement on micrcifiZhe and ih=harcrcopy.
r

PALTFdRNIA STATE ADOPTED TEXTBOOKS AND OTHERS

A continuously updated collection of California State adopted text=
booka, in additforCto smaller collections of elementary and secondary
textbookS, is provided for the training of_educationstudents who will
be entering the teaching profession.

NON-PRLNT-MEDIA MATERIALS-.

The Learning ReSources and Curriculum Department selects or responds
to requests for audio caSS-ttes, videocassttes, phonodiscs, sound film-
strips, slides, media kits, prints, And Similar multimedia instrtiction-
al., materials, except for 16mm fillS. The Univergity Library does not
attempt to duplicate the c6Ilections of donprint materials maintained
by the University Audiovisual Department, or purchase materials that -

are-ltAted-strictly,to classroom use,but rather-will Seek to purchase
those materials that may be used .by students and faculty in a variety .

of learning situaticins related to-,the curricuIuM, and' which are needed

to supplement classroom instruction.

PROGRAMMED MATERIALS.

A collection of programmed teXts is provided by the department dr the

virr



purposes Of individual study and reinforcement in areas related to the
cuicictilum and general aelf-improvement.

STANDARDIIED TESTS

A specimen setcollection of standardized tests is acqUired by the
department for.use of faculty and s.tudents in .courses reIatipg to educa-
tion, counseling and psychology where the' study of tests and their
administration is an,integral part of the course.

INSTRUCTIONAL- MAT

The department-serve& the San Lulls Obispo _area as a depository for in-
stiuctional materials K-8 being coAiSidered for state adoption:and for
those materials that have been adopted by the State for a' specified
period of time. It also provides a. secondary textbook display of
current materials for 'grades 9-12.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS AND ARCBIVES DEPARTMENT'

The Special Collections and Archives Department is comprised of two
separatesections, the Special Collections and the University Archives.
The.materials comprising, these two sections are housed in separate
locations in the Department.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

(^Special"Collections:,houses research and: curriculum support' materials
Whith, because of their specialized and_extraordinarynature, are used
on a-'restricted basis-in a security"monitored facility.__All_materials_
in Special Collections are part of individual, named collections,_ which
are housed as separate units. 'Each of these collections is valuable
and important as a unit, giving added depth to or supplementing a
curricular area oLthe university; Each individual collection has its
own collettion 'development guidelines which serve to define its collet-,
ting boundaries and paraserers.'.±Alihough books, constitute the )21aior:.
proportion of most :collections, -they may also, containmaterialssuclCts
'manuscripts', periodiCals,.newspapers,-_photographic-prints, negatives
and slidesi motion picturesi_audio_aid video tapes; maps, architectural
drawings, pamphlets, broadsides and works.of art.

The SreciaI'Collections currently: is comprised of the following collections:

Architecture Collection - Selected materlaIs'reIated to architec-
tural history and design; including landscape erchitecture, city
and regional planning, architectural engineering.

Fire- Printing and- Graphic Arts_ Collection - Materials on the history
and development 'of printing and its reiated_arts, including_typo-

.

graphyi-designi-:presswork papermaking, ,b-ookbindingiandillustra-
tion. Also collected are examples of printing from its beginning, to
modern times. The Fine Printing and Graphic..Arts Press Collectid'h

IX



contains books and other printed materials representing any modern
European and.American fine printers and designers, with-an emphasis
on California printing...

;McCarthy Thoroughbred Torse Collection - Thoroughbred horse racing;
breeding, fox hunting-polo.

Oyez Collection - Entire_;output, to date, of the finely printed and

designed .works published. by Oyez; Berkeley; California.

San Luis. Obis .o. Regiona- * Selec't,ed. 'Materials in.
VatiOUS'OrMadOCUMentIng allphases of the hiStOiy and deVeloplent
of San Luis Obispo County and the Central Coast. regioh.

Rarer Book Collection - G6neral collectiOn'.dOntaining.thaterials whiCh,
because of their value or scarcity, require speciar.:proteCtibn in a
restricted use area. Generalguidelines for piecing materialS in
tbe_Rape Book Collection are

Early printed works of importance and value.
First -and, limited editions of importance.
Materials autographed by significant authors.
BOoks exhibiting fine binding or illustrations.
WorkS of art and_other visual materials of value and importance.
Man4SCript materials of value and importance:

Special'Collections Reference Collection = Reference works appro-
priate to theSpecial Collections Department includes price guides
for rare and antiquarian materials; book and manuscript auction
records, auction and book dealer catalogues; 'etc.

UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES

The University Archives houses those records and other MaterialS_Which
diodutent the history, development; and activities of the UniverSity,
indlUding .administration, faculty, students; staff, and alumn'i. The
bniversity Archiires collects materials- in the 'following categorieS:.

dministratives'Records: _inclddes minutes, report's; correspondence
and other records of administrative offices, academic units;
Academic Senate, administratiNie and staff committees.

General Publications: includes acdemic catalogs, dleS8Schedules,
handbooks,- announcements, directories, Commencement 'and.perfOttance
pit-ograms* research publications; University conference and sympd=
SiUm proceedings, newsletters, brochures,ephemera.-

Student Publications: includes campus newspapers; yearbooks; mis-
cellaneous periodica;ls; ephemera, recdtdof student administ.ration--

and student organizations..

Campus PuhLiolty: includes press releases, b,rocN.res, clippings
and other.publications about the campus.

Support Group Records: includes publications and records from

1 4
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support groups such as the Alumni Association, Athletic boosters,

Library Associates;
1- 5

Masters Theses: one copy of all theses

Senior Projects: one arChiVal microfiche copy of all Senior Projects

'Cal Poly Authors: significant publiCations of University employees...

Pictorial and ALisna1Materiels: ph tographs and photographic nega-
tives, slides, motion pictures, vid cassettes, maps, microforms,.
art works, architectural `plans and

. ,

wings.
. .

Trio speeches,events, oral interviews on audio-or

.video tapes.

OTHER CATEGORIES OF MATERIALS

B_ROWS.ING ;COLLECTION

The University Library subscxibes to the McNaughton Book.Service, a
recreational browsing collection of 750 volumea which are.leased on a

yearly basis. The collection is updated by the exchange of 75; newly

published titles each month; Categories include:' mysteries, book club
selections, weaterna, non-fiction, fiction; and scietfce fiction. The
UniversityLibrary has the option to purchase, at a /15:-% discounf,those

titles meeting the selection criteria:

COURSE=ASSIGNED TEXTBOOKS

The .University Library does not- ordinarily order textbopk titles that

are assigned by instructors for their- courses:

A single copy of a course-aaaigned textbook may be Orderedwhenithe
title is to be assigned as collateral reading in another course; or
when the title is unique to its fie14.

LABORATORY MANUALS

The. University Library does not generally Order laboratory manuals that

have been assigned for use in laboratory courses. Titles not currently
used as*-equired manuals in laboratory courses may be ordered only if
`the reqUeattiri-tan demonstrate a legitimate curricular heed. Only one

copy',,of an approved 'request will be ordered.

'Laboratory manuals purchased by the University Library are cataloged
and housed in'the Learning ReaourCea and Curriculum` Department.

THESES AND DISSERTATIONS

The University Library purchases a select number of theses or disser-
.

tationsupon specific request. Microform copies will be preferred Over

XI 1
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photoduplicated copies since theJattex are more expenSive, require
more space, and will probably not' receive .heavy use.

COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT PROLES

In order to keep the development of the collection relevant to_the needs
dfthe Univeripity's curriculum and users, up-to-date profiles for colr
lecting mat-A-ials in the various subject areas are necessary. These
subject profiles. are revie'zed annually by the Library Contacts under
the coordination of the Acq&isitions and Collection Development De-
partmer

A' collection development'profile covering a subject area contains the
following factors:

'!r., The general purpose of the colle tion policy for the subject area

B.. Languages collected and language r strictions. English is the pre-
- dominant language for most of td\c liection, but foreign language

titles are .purchased upon individual request to fulfill. curriCular
needs.

geogiaphicaI areas for which materials are colZected

D. Types of materials collected

E. Chronological limitations

F. Specific subjects for the area
. .

G. Levels of collection intensity codes. The_codes defined below, as
recommended-by the Collection Development Committee, Resources
Section, Resources and Technical-Services DiviSion, American Library
Association; are designed 'for use in identifying both the extent
of existing collections in given subject fields (collection density)
and the extent of current collection activity in the field (collec-
tingintensity). Currently, the collection development policy recog-
nizetthe following levels which the University Library adheresto:

1. Comprehensive level. _A collection in which a library endeavors,
so f.ar as is reasonably possible, to include all significant
works of recorded knowledge (publications, manuscripts; other ___
forms), in all applicable languages, for a necessarily defined
and limitei field. This level of collectim4 intensity is that
which maintains a "special collection"; the.aim, if not the
achievement, is exhaustiveness.

2. Research level. A collection which includes the major source
materials required for dissertations and independent research .

'including materials containing research reporting new findings,
scientific experimental results; arid other information useful
to researchers. It also includes all important reference works.
and a wide selection of specialized,monographs, as well asa

XII
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very extensive-,011ection of journals and major indexing and
abstricting services in the field. .

I

3. Study level-. A corlection which is adequate to suppdrt under-

graduate or graduate course work, or sustained independent
study; that is, which is'adequate to maintain knowledge of

required for limited or gelleralizedopirposes, or less

than research intensity. It' includes a.widerange of basic

- monographs, complete collections of the works of secondary ,

writers, a selection of representative journals, and the refer -

ence tools and fundamental bibliographical apparatus pertaining'

to the Subject.
_ .

'4. Bagic level.- A highl . selective collection which serves to 1..n-

'*oduce and defindthesubject and to indicate the varieties

of information available elsewhere.. It includes major dic=
tionaries and encyclopedias; selected editions of impo'itant
works, historical surveys, important bibliographies, and a few ._,.

major periodicals in the field. .\

. _

5. Minimal _level. .A subject area teach is,out of scope for the

University Library's collections,.and'im which. few\Selections
_

are made beyand very iYasic reference*tbalt.

An updated list of current lirbrary and departmental contact personnel

is available in the Acquisition's and *collection Derielopment Department.

XIII
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ACCOUNTING

SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: May 25, 1979

. .

bENERALJURPOSE: To.support undergikduate study in the accounting concentration

of the 'Bachelor 61 Science ,degree -in BUsiness Administration., To support ' ',

'graduate study in the accounting concentration of the Masters degree in Business

Administration"... This include appropriate works on the application-of the

computes to accounting,activities and responsibilities. ,-

*1
. - .

.

'LANGUAGES: English iS the primary, language of the collection. WorkS'in other

languages are to be PurchiSed in translation only.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: Emphasif is on North America, Europe, Australia, and

New Zealand.

...TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED:. Selected Society and asSOciation publications, .

and -
proceedingS ofconferences and meeting are' collected. Lodseleaf services

and thevarious areas cited below will-be typical'acquisitiona.

CHRONQLOGICALLIMITATIONS: Generally, nothing over -ten years oid will be 'CeilleCtd.

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTNG LEVELS:

Accounti Includes all publications byboards, associations, 3.

and other, organizations whose work is directly or indirectly related to,the-

development of accounting standards,.either cost, financial Or pridtiples, ih

the U. S. and on an international basis.

7AuditinK: Includes works_ on the use of,computers in.auditing,. internal

auditing, financial auditing; and operational/management auditing in the- _-

U.S. and on an international basis.,:

FinanCialAccounting: Includes publications related to the preparation and 3

filing Of financial statements, statement analysts, etc., including the

works of the-Accounting-Principles Board, the Financial-Accounting.:Stanaarda

Board, and international organizations.

Cost Accounting: Includes publications related to the preparation and

reporting of'information from accounting records. Includes work of the.

Cost Accounting Standards Board. '

Controllership: Include§ publications related to the operations and

functions of the position of controller or chief financial officer of an

organization,'from such sources as the Financial Executives Institute, qc.
/

Laws: Including federal and-state incometax laws and reg4atiOns, '-

regulatory law by such agencies as the Securities and' Exchange Commission,

the ederal Trade Cobmission,and appropriate State of California agencies.

Also, law-a of the 50states asto regulation of the accounting'profession,

Iicenure, etc. Includes relevant publications Onincome taxes. .'

\ .

3

. International Accounting:^ Standatds; 'principles, etc., as have been or 4

may be developed fdi international-business operations'.

Historyo-f__Accountinff
Includes.-publications addressing the historical

development of accounting.principl6S, practices, ,standards, etc.

Cri-a. .;



SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: May 11, 1979

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

GENERAL PURPOSE: To support undergraduate study leading to a Bachelor of
Science Agree in Aeronautical Engineering; and to support graduate study
leading to the Master of.Eagineering degree with a specialiiation in Aeronautical

Engineering..

.LANGUAGES: Engligh is the primary language of the collection. Generally, works

in other languages are acquiredin translation only Some limited foreign

language works are acquired on request, if equivalent information or point-of-

view is not available in English.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: Not applicable;

TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: Most of the journals, books symposium and conference

reports of the American Institute of Aeronautics and 'Astronautics (AIAWare
collected. -Other society publications and the transactions and proceedings of

conferences are purchased selectively. NASA and other relevant U.S. government

documents are extensively collected._ Individual theSts* dissertations, and

microform materials are purchased selectively or upon request.

_ .

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: The latest, most,up-to-date, information is emphasiz.ed.

Material more than five years old generally will not. be collected.

'SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

'Aerodynamics: Includes all aspects of wing and other airfoil theory, lift 2

and drag, aerodynamics of'stability and control, plus instrumentation and

data collection for flight testing. .

_night.="NehirTP Design: Includes all aspects of aircraft structural design,

stress analysis fbr conventional and unconventional aircraft.

.

Aetothermodynamics: .- .Includes thermodynamic relations, laminar and turbulent

-subsonic flows, and boundary -layer theory with reference-to flight vehicles.

Propulsion SystemsSystems: Includes all types of aircraft and Space power plantsi

principles of thrust, and energy utilization.
- .-

Gas .Dynamics: Fundamen4als of 'gas dynamics, shock-propagation,.plus

-potential; flaw theory 'for two and three di:tensional bodies.
. __

_ .

Aerospace-Science: InEludes selected historical works on aviation and .

space flight,.fundamentals and descriptions of'flight'vehice propulsion,

trajectories, Or 'ral mechanics, guidance systems; aerospace. environment;
and aspects of stOe technology, such as power for interplanetary tr-avel
and Space vehiCle design. . /-

.Energy Science: Scientific, engineering and technological fundamentals
for the-utilizationof alternate energy resources for propulsion power,

heat or other applications:
-



SUBJECT_PROFILE
DATE: June 20,, 1979

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

GENERAL PURPOSE: To support Undergradupte study leading to a Bachelor of

Scieace--degree in Agricultural Science with emphasis on educatiOn and

'agriculture. To support graduate study leading,to the Master of Science
degree specializing in education and agriculture.

LANGU+GES: English.
4

GEOG HICAL AREAS: Emphasis on North America and Europe.

_

TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: Society gublications, conference transactions
and' proceedings; research iepOrts, and some audiovisual material are to be

collected.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: EmphasiS is on most recent works, but older material

is also,colIecied.

'SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

Agricultural TrOduction__Education 3

Agricultural 'Sales/Service-Education 3

Agricultural Mechanics Education 3.

. _

Agricultural Products /Processing Education 3

-Ornaniental Hort culture Education

Apric al Recreation Education

-,

Forestry Education- 3

.Rural Sociologyural social structure and communIcatIOn.

.
_ _

Psychology of Learnirig.in Agriculture Education



SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE1. May 23,-1979

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
7-Th

GENERAL-PURPOSE:- To suppoit undergraduate study leading to a Bachelor of
Science degree in AgriCultdrai Engineering.° Mechanized Agriculture. To
support the Master of Science in Agriculture gree with a specialization

in Mechanized Agriculture.

LANGUAGES: English -is the primary language of the collection. Works
other languages are purchased in translation only.

GEOGRAPHICAL Emphasis Is on North America but collecting is world/wide.

_ _ _ _ _

TYPES. OF _MATERIALS COLLECTED. Sotiety publications, transactions, 1:roce4difigs,
from conferences and papers presented at.meetings areselectively purdhaSed.
Thesesi_dissertationsiaudiovisual and microform materials are acquired in
Iimited'numbers. Textbooks,-.technical reports, juvenile materials' and
.introductory textbooks are not ordinarily purchased.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: Emphasis is on most recent works; but-oldercmaterial
is also' collected.

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVLS:

Electric Power and Processing: Including electric p6wer, generation;
distribution and the application of electricity to agriculture.

AgriculturaLMeaa_urments: J'InCluding electronic, electric and Mechanical
measurement techniques- and controls; controllers and micrpprocessors
as applied to agricultural problems.

_ .

Food Eriii222Eing: 'Including the relationship of engineering to food
handling, processing, storage, treatment, and properties of biologic6l.

3

3'

materials;

Power and Machinery: Indlading agricultural machinery of all kinds
including specialized machinery, engines and power units, the laws r
ing 'Machinery, its use and emission control techniques, equipment and

_requirements.

Soil
_ .

and Water: InclUding all aspects of land use, soil conservation maps,
technical bulletins, the relationship between water and the land, hydr logy,
irrigation, crop; water_ requirements, water sources, treatment, distrib tio ,

conservation, residential and commercial irrigation systems.

Structures and Environment: Including agricultural structures and
construction; environmental requirements for agricultural products and '
animals, and materials and techniques of construction.

Including the basic hand and poWer tool
applications, concrete, electrical, and plumbing skills as needed in
agricultural situations.

Surveying: Including material on boundary control, survey of public
lands, land survey systems, remote sensing, aerial surveying, is

surveying, construction surveying, hydrologic surveys,.topogr phic
surveys and hydrographic surveys.

;4 .
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SUBJECT PROFILE__
DATE: May 22, -1979

AGRICULTURAL MANAGEMENT

GENERAL P OSE: To support undergraduate study leading to .a Bachelor of

Science degree in Agricultural Management with emphasis in agricultural

economics, as well as marketing, finance, management and accounting related=

to agriculture. To support graduate study leading to the Master of Science

in Agriculture with a specialization in International-AgricuIture.

LANGUAGES: English.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: United States with emphasis on California, less emphsis

on comparativ.e countries and underdeveloped countrieS.,'

TYPES OE.MATERIALS COLLECTED: Scholarly publications (books and journals),

newspapers, periodicals, statistical data'from U.S.D.A., state and private

companies.
. ,

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: Emphatit.is.on most recent works, but older

material is also collected.

SPECIFIC-SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

Production-Alture: Current production practices.

Statistical Data

Price Analysis

Linear Programming

labor: Labor history
Labor law, personnel management theoriet and techniques,

and current wage rates and benefits

.0

2

Accounting: General body of knowledge
Application of mini-computer

Agricultural Marketing'. 2

Agricultural Finance 2

Re:al-Estate: Law 2

Planning 3

_e

Estate Planning 3

Farm Management* 3

Agricultural Businessanagement* 3

.AgriculeUral Economics*
3

I
3

Statistical Data
2

*Theta subjects include many Of the previous items (i.e., agricultural

finance integrated with farm management). They are listed here to assure

'coverage.



. SUBJBeTPROFILE
.DATE: May 10,-1979

ANIMAL SCIENCE
. \

GENERAL PURPOSE: To serve and support the undergraduate education of-
_ .

.

students pursuing the Bachelor of Science and TechniCal degrees in
Animal Science: To suppdrt graduate. studies leading to a degree .in,
Master of Science in Agricu ture...

LANGUAGES: English is the sole language of the collection.

GEOGRAPHICAL 49EAS:: Collections should- emphasize North America.and.guiope;.
but Should include.significant7Tadtks from other Countries-of the world:

TYPES -OF MATERIALS,COLLECrO:' Selective purchase of textbooksi scientifiC
'Society joUrnaii and'periodicals, proceedings of symposia and conferences..

.
Publications ofnatioriai agricultural ministries shduld, be-acquired when
possible; .Livestock newspapers need not be caleCted.

-

.CHRONOLOGICAL Emphasis Should be on the most recent materials,

bUt older i ortant works should not be 'excluded.
)

SPECIFIC= SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

Animal Genetics and.Breeding

Animal Nutrition .

_ te-- a
a "AaairailLiia,l

- .

Meat-AnimdProduc-t-ion

0

Feed and Grain Milling Technology

Horse /Equine Production and Science

.lavestockManagement Handling Equipment

Lives-tack Production /Science

Rae- -.e : -M

and. Facilities

. _ _

Agricultural/Farm Economics and-Management

Animal riculture/Agricultural Biology

;;!
.

Forage Crop Management / Production
;.

VeterinarY SCience profile)Animal Pathology (fee
._ _

y Science Medicine (see Veterinary Science profile)

-e

Agricultural

C.

(see-HiStory profile)



r
:SUBJECT PROFILE

autie 6;-1979

ARCHITECTURAL ENGIN$ERING

GENERAL PURPOSE: To support undergraduate study leading to a Bachelor of
Science degiee'in Architectural Ensinee.ring, with major emphasis on- thestructural
engineering of buildings,. aspOcially. in seismic zOnes.

- : .

AGES: English.is the primary ianguage'of the co4ection. Works in
- .

er languages are purchased by'Special request only,' - :

GE HICAL AgEAS:Emphasit'is on North Europe, New Ztaia0., sjapan;:amd:
, ., - . .

Asia with selected' woks from the remaining parts' of the- world.:
_ - , _

-,- ".. .
.- . ._.

*-TYPES OF- MATERIALS. COLLECTED: Books; periodiCaIsi-rese4rdh'-rePOrtS- from
,

universities "and government research centers-institutes, society publications
,.

.

: ,(regular journals1 aria proceedings of,conferenas.. Thaerarid disserzatioos.;

are purchased on'a'selective basis.;-' .- -

r
.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIKITTIONS:_ -N/4 "-

.- :.,.

: = >,;-...i;. -; ',.

;SECIFIC SUBJECTS AN-J5 COLLECTINLEVW:.

StructuralEngineering: Architectural 'Structures* history and philesophy of
structures, strlictUralsystems,structural analysis - ('classical and modern
nethad)i strudtuTaldeaign_in different building materials: concrete (cast-
in-7pIace/Precast/prestressed)structures, Steel structures; timber- structures;:_

masopary structures; fiber-reinforced concrete- and ferrocement;_andplastics in

buildrng.deaign and construction. Alsay computer applications in structural

engineering finite-_ element method, optimumApsigni-'etc.), experimental
-strticturali.-analysis; plates /panels and grids* shell structures-, cable structures,

compogite constrUction;,and sandwich-design-and constructiorL;

,). Earthquake jpgineering: Including structural-dynamics.
% -nr

"Tall;Buildings
% _ ,. , .

". ..

,.'.Low Cost Housing: Emphasis on engineering and-t ological aspects only-

ingt8Oil-Aechanics/Foundati ri Engineering, '

.

_e

7

2:

3
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SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: August;,1979

ARCHITECTURE

GENERAL PURPOSE: To support undergraduate study leading to the Bachelor of
Architecture degree; and, to support graduate study leading to the Master

Architecture degree. .
o

LANGUAGES: English is the primary language of the collection. WorkS in other'

languages are purchased by special request only.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: Emphasis is on North AmeriCa, Europe, New Zealand, Japaw;
and Apia with selected works'from the remaining parts_of the world.

-TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: ooks, periodicals, research reports from
universities and government rese4rch centers/institutes, society publications
(regular journals), and proceedings of conferences. Theseg and dissertations

are purchased on a selective basis. 1

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: N/A

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:
k.

.

BehavioralScience: Materials dealing with environmental urban studies;

archaeology, anthropology, psychology; sociology, etc. Graphic skills

including drawing, painting, model building,.photography, etc.

History: Art and architectural history books including contemporary

criticism. Many of these will be inforeign languages. French, German;

Italian and Spanish would be common in this area. Maps.would also-be included

in this category.

Design: Materials.on or about design including but not limited to:'
buildings, cities, transportation systems, landscape, industrial,
textiles, graphics, bridges, interiors, furniture, and color theory

Mathematics, Computers and BuildingScience: Materials on this subject

that relate in any way to buildings or behavior in bgilding structural

analysis, etc. :0

Materials of Construction: Materials related to the nature of any substance

which could conceivably b'e used in buildings, including but not limited

to: ferric metals, non-ferric metals, clay products, cement products, lumber,

fabrics, technical coatings, etc.-

Natural Sciences: Books relatingto architecture.

2



ART

GENERAL PURPOSE: To expand collections

of art hiStory and. criticism. To build

areas.(crafts) of the,preSent art major
Applied.Art. and Design. ,To improve and

SUBJECT PROF4-
DATE: May" .1.979

'oN

related to general and'specific areas
a definitiig.colleCtion in emphasis
leading tothe Bachelor of Science in
strengthen the collections in photography.

.

LANGUAGES:- English is the primary language of the' collection.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: North and South America, Asia'Europe, Africa:.

TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: Manuals, selected

audiovisual materials, bdoks and periodicals.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: None

SPECIFIC SUBJE S AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

art exhib'itiOn catalOgs,

Drawing: Basic design, study .of form and composition, advanced methods

and techniques-in the Study of form:structure and life_ rawint.°
lo

,

\EhOtOgraphYt-laSic_and advanced fundamentals, black\and'White and 35mm:color
_

,..-,sIiSrphotography, fundamental techniques in color phOtographyi creative )

bfw-photography and illustration photography.

Cr fts: Three-dimensional and multiple processes in crafts production

for studio or industrial craftsman. .

3

Ceramics: Handbuilding techniques and ceramic processes. with .emphasis-=

on deSign? Slab, coil and wheel forming, glazing, and advanced clay

construction.

4 '

Water. Color Technique: Beginning and/advanced transparent water color

painting;

Printmaking: Major intaglio ,processes fox fine'artpiints, contemporary.;

and traditional priptmaking techniques.'

Sculpture: Elements of three-dimensional forms, advanced problem solving,

and the exploration_of sculptural techniques such as modeling, casting,

carving, and assembly.

Art History: Studr of the various periods, through goman,

European medieval art, and Renaissance throughBaroque.

Design: Exploration of basic graphic theory and practice, an survey of

- design in areas pertinent to the environment.

Wood Design: Development of design concepts:and skills using ,sketches,

drawings, wood and tool processes. Continued development of advanced_

design skills in wood and total processes atthia: 1pvei of professional. designers.

;-
3
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ART,continued)

Metilsmithing: Nonferrous metal techniques, investigation of surface

deSign techniques;- -and the- introduction to casting for tM jeweler with

emphasis on lost wax techniques.

Glass: Techniques in offhand glassblowing, moderate energy forming,

chemistry, stained glass, etc.

Tainting_Tichniques: Physical characteristics of painting media.

Craphic-Desion: Investigation and experimentation in art structure, color

and design. Laboratoir'problems in practical advertising design with

emphasis on mass media.-

($3

3



SUBJECT PROFILE
DATEi-U-une 4; 1979

BiOLOGICAL SCIENCES

GENERAL' PURPOSE: To supportundergraduat-q7studyleadingto -Bachelor -of Science

degrees in Biological Sciences, Environmental and Systematic Biology, -and

Alicrobiology. To support graduate study leading to a Master of Science degree

in Biology:, To support studies in biology,by_student8 with a variety of majors

from other departments; particularly within the Schodl of Science and Mathematics,

Seib-el of Agriculture and Natural Resources; and School of Human Development

and Education.

LANGUAGES: 'English is the primary languageof the collection. Selected materials

in other languages that are of_ particular value to specific subjects within

biological sciences will also be acquired._ If satisfactory translations into

English of such materials are available, they are preferred over the original.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS:. No regions should be excluded; however, emphasis can vary

among specific subjects within the biological sciences. Particular geographical

areas that'are of special importance to specific subjects will be designated

under such subjects.

TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: Materials collected should include general-

references:and a selection of periodicals, monographs; serials, government

publications proceedings, abttracts,National Technical Information Service

publications, UnitedNations publidations (particularly FAOandWHO related),

maps,:curricular materials for primary.and secondary level instruction in biology;

hot7ptitt audiovisual materials intended for multi -use supplementary instruction

(other than 16 -mm programmed materials, and university_ archival taterials;

Labdtatoryloatuals, theses and dissertations are acquired in liMited,nUMbers.

All materials Will.be selected:for their contribution to support the curritUla.

in bicilogical sciences and related areas: Popularized treatments and non-

curricular juvenile materials. are not ordinarily purchased;

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: Inappropriate for many specific subjects (i.e., ecolo

history-of biology, natural history, tystematict, etc.). Specific subjects where

chronological limitations are possible without reduction in support of curricular

goals will .be designated below:

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS. AND COLLECTING LEVELS: Many of the specific tubject8 included

in thit have significantly different collecting levels required to'

fulfill t of-the various degree programs in biology. Where possible,

the. differences are designated under specific subjects.

Algology: Includes marine and freshwater algae, no geographical limits, 2

but emphasis on marine algae of Pacific Coast of North_America and ,emphasis

or freshwater algae of North America. No chronological limits on taxonomic

works for marine algae. Taxonomic works for freshwater algae are collected

for 1970 to present. Physiological works for algae are collected for 1970 to.

present.

Anatomy: (1) Includes comparative anatomy (emphasize functional morphology, 2

vertebrates over invertebrates) and human anatomy;

(2) Includes plant anatomy.

r2.

3

(continued)



(BIOLOGI SCIENCES, continued)

Animal Behavior

Aquatic Biology: See_also_Conservationi Bcology,_IChthYdlOgY,
Limnology; and Marine Biology; Includes pollution studies from 1970 on

Bacteriology: (1) Includes general dairy, food, industrial (other than
antimicrobial drug production and research), public health and sanitary

bacteriology. See also Ecology, Genetics and Heredity, Microbiology.

(2) Includes bacterial cytology and physiology,_
industrial (antimicrobial drug production and research) and medical bacter-
iology (emphasis on diagnostic laboratory bacteriology). See also Microbiology.

Biochemistry

Hiogeography

Bioinstrumentation and_Bintechnology

Biology, general: Specific subjects listed separately.

Biology, applied: Includes biological illustration, domestication of

animals and plants, care and maintenance of museum collectionS, zoo-biology
(collection, maintenance and care of wild animals), vertebrate peSt control.'

Other specific subjects of an applied nature listed separately.

3

3

Biometry and Biostatistics: Includes general'and multivariate biometry. 3

Biophysics
,

BinsysteMatics: Classification, nomenclature, taxonomy, and speciatLon

of life forms. See also. Plant
#

..

Taxonomy.

Botany; general: Specific subjects listed separately.

Computers in Biology

Conservation: Includes general, aquaculture, and game management: See
also Freshwater Fisheries and Marine Resources.

RRLMEtJLLLEg.

ft a a See also Electron Microscopy..

Developmental Biology: See also Embryology, Endocrinology, Entomology,
Herpetology, Microbiology, Morphblogy, Neurobiology, Reproductive Biology,

relevent to many other subjects in Biology and Botany;

Ecology: (1) Includes freshwater, microbial, plant terrestrial and

community ecology. ,

(2) Includes general,-human, invertebrate and vertebrate ecology.

See also Entomology, Field' Biology, Field' Botany,_Invertebrates, Limnology,

Marine Biology, Microbiology, and Native Plants/plant communities.

Electron'4Aicrosuipy

3

3

3 E.
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(BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES, continued)

Embryology

Endocrinology

_Entomology: Includes general,'developmental, and economic, entomology,

and insect ecology and physiology.
4

2

Enzymology

'Epidemiology

Evolution

Exobiology: Search for extraterrestrial life.

Field Biblogy

Field Botany

Freshwater Fisheries: See also Conservation and Freshwater Ecology.

Cenetits_and_Heredity: includes general genetics, cytogenetica, iMmuno-
genetics, molecular genetics, animal genetics, human genetics, microbial

genetics, plant genetIcs and viral genetics.

Health Professions: Information about careers.

Hematology

Herpetology: No geographical limits, emphasize North America.

Histology

HiStorfof Biology: Include& autobiograp ies and biographies as well a's

histoiiet.of specific disciplines within iology.

Ichthyology: Emphasizes systematics,.natural history and
marine over fieshwater forms.

Immunology: Includes general and comparative immunoIo , immunobiolo

immunochemistry, immunogenetics and serology.

I

evolUiion'Of

Invertebrate Biology: Includes anato = and physiology, systematics of
invertebrates, emphasize invertebra ecology.

Laboratory Animal Care

IimnoIow Includes limnOlogy of lakes and streams, methods. Collected for

North America only, only in English, 1970 to present.

Mamma/ogy: Emphasizes North America and Pan-Pacific area.

Marine Biology: Includes marine ecology and marine resources.

Medicine: Includes human and veterinary.

Medical Laboratory Technology
lob

z(continued)
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(BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES, continued)

L

Microbiology; (1) Includesimitrobial cytology and physiology, Midrobial.

ecology (amphasizes_miCrobial ecology of soils; water, humans, and 6ther

-,-vertebratesli_antimicrobial:drUg production and research; and medical _ _

microbiology (emphasizes diagnostic laboratory microbiology)

_ . _(2) Includes general; dairy; food;:industrial (other than 3

antimicrobial drug production -and research);public health; sanitary

miciobiology; microbial genetits and systematics: See also AlgoIogyi._

Bacteriology, Biochemistry, EpideMiOlOgy, Immunology, Medical Laboratory

Technology;,Mofecular Biology; Mycology, PardaitOlOgy, Tissue Culture and

Virology. .

Microscopy and Microtechtique (other than electron microscopy).

Molecular Biology

Morphology: See also Anatomy.

'2E2E1a. Includes general and medical mycology, general coverage of .

aquatic hyphomycetes and deuteromycetes ("fungi imperfecti") minimal.

Native Plants/plant communities: Emphasis on southwestern United States and

Pacific Coast; collect rest of world at "3" level. See also Plant Ecology.

Natural History: .Emphasizes North America and Pan-Pacific area.-

Nematology: Emphasizes plant nematology, see also. Plant Pathology.

NeuOhiology: Includes neuroanatomy:neurophysiology, and visual science.

Ornithology:. (1) Worldwide

(2) North America and Pan=Pacific area

Paleontology: Emphasizes vertebrate's over invertebrates.

Palynology

Parasitology

Pathology

3

Pest Management: See also Biology, applied (veriebrate.pest.control).

Physiology: (1) Includes general, human, invertebrate, and neurophysiology.

Complete journal holdings back.to 1940 in general.'
1

(2) Includes cellular, comparative, microbial,-reproductive,

plant physiology,and endocrinology.

Plant Pathology

Plant Taxonomy

Population Biology

10c -

3

3

3
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(BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES, continued)

Public. Health: See also Bacteriology, Biology, applied (vertebrate pest

_control), Entomology, Epidemiology, -_Microbiology, Parasitology, and _Pest

Management.

/(.

RadlaLion- Riolair

Reproductive Biology -: See also Physiology, reproductive.

Secondary Education in Biology

Systematics:. See ,also Biosystematics

at "2" revel).

Tissue Culture-
)

and Plant.Taxonomy (latter -collectea'

Toxicology

Virology: Includes general,'animal, bacterial, human, medical, molecular,

insect, plant, and comparative virology.

Wildlife Biology: Includes non-game animals. See also Con-Sdrvatiod-

Zoology, getekaL.

Lid

Lf

s
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SUBJECT PROFILE

DATE: May 22:, 1979.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
I

GENERAL PURPOSE: .Ta support undergraduate stud Y-Jeading to a Bachelor of,

SciOliCe degrei in Businesg,Administration,especially in the fields of

'Marketing, Finance and Property Management. Also, to support_coursea ,

'Business Law, General-Business and Business Research for all School of

,BUiness students, and'students in, other schd01-0, To support graduate study

leading to the H.B:A.,degree.
-

L

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS.: Worldwide

.,.77PES.:0FMATER4LS COLLECTED:: Texts; malnograPhs, periodiaal8., yearbooks;

-166Aelea,f aervices; .saetted audiovisual materials, and annual reports.

CHRONOLOGICAL. LIMITATIONS: N/A

- sue. _

_SPECIFIC SUBJECTS'AND COLLTING:LEVELSf

Iberkeldig.

Finance
_

l

Business Law.

.

Business Research -aid -

Internaiional .BUsiness

General:BusIness

H

Legal, Polit-i-cal-and-SaciaL Environment. of Business

3

2



CHEMISTRY
6,

SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: May 25, 1979

ZZNERALLPURPOSETo:support_ undergtaddite-Sttdy leadingto__the Bachelor of

$cience degree in Chemistrand in BiochetiSity: TO. support graduate study ..

leading to the Master of Science/degree in CheMiatry. To support research,

essential to special prOblems; senior projects, and master's theses.

.

.
.

LANGUAGES: EngliSh4t the primary language; utsoMe 4orks'in French andGermati=
are,purchased, asate'bodaSibnal works in Russian; Japaneseiand italian in

translation only. .

i
.

UEOGRAPHICAL.AREAS: No restriction; bUt most commonly the English-speaking

countries, Europe; Asia - ro _ .

.

.

TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: Emphasis is on boOks and journals,iti hard copy,

although microfilms are collected when circumstances warrant. Included are

societyand otherlottnals, monographs, continuing series, endyclopedias,.

dictionaries, compehdia, compilations of data; handbooks; abStracts, indexes,

'and.proceedings-of symposia;. Theses and dissertations-are .coliected only upon

Specific request,. UpperdiiiisiOn textbooks are purchased selectively; but

lowei...division:.texts. are not ordinarily purchased -:

. _ .-

CHRONOLOGICAL. LIMITATIONS:_ Primarily the last tea years although some earner'

'publications may b.e.appropriate in Unusual cases..
.,

.:-.,, :

SPECIFIC_SUBJEdtS'_AND 'COLLECTING LEVELS: Listdate the five major areas of

chemistrY'aid theit SUbdiVisions, foilowing which are_special topics - related:

to adVahced courses taught -at Cal Poly:.' :
.

. . .

Analytical. . .. F.

Chromatography:. GAS, tOIUMn,:thiii-Iayer; paper, ion=d*Change;_gel 3

permeation, liquid, electrophoresis:
.

-

Electrochemistry= Coulometry; potentionlet0i pOlatOgraphy, ion-selective 3

electrodes. 4'
de. -

SpectrosCopy: Atomic absorption
/
flame, emission, fl rdscence.

Biochemistry

Atincr.adids, proteins, enzymes

-Carbohydrates

Hormones and vitamins

Lipids

Nucleic acids and molecular genetics

'Inorganid

CheIates And ligands-complexes

Organometallics

RadlOchemistry -

Transition metals
. .

-3

2

4

4

4 . (continued)
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.(cHniSTRY i continued)

Organic

_Heterocyclic-

Natural products: Terpenes, antibiotics, steroids, alkaloids;

and acetogenins

Organometillicg

Photocherastry

Physical organic: Kinetics and mech ms

Spectroscopy:s Infrared, ultraviolet, mass spectrOmetry,
nuclear magnetic resonance, optical rotatory dispersion,
and circular.diChroism

Sterochemistry.

Synthesis

Phygical

Quantum mechanics and theoretical.

2

Spectroscopy: Electron spin resonance, Raman, light scattering; ',3

lasers, end. x-ray crystallography

Statistical mechanics

Thermodynamics and kinetics

AgricnItural cbemiCals, pesticides

.atalysis

alemical education

Clinical chemistry

''Computers in chemistry

Environmental chemistry

Food.chetiStry'
_ u _

Geochemistry

History of chemistry

Industrial' chemistry
4

Pharmaceutical and medicinal

Polymers; macromolecules

chemistry

3

3

3

4

3

'3

3

3

3



CHILD DLVLLOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES.

SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: May 25, 1979

GENERAL PURPOSE: To suppor*the Bachelor of-Science program in Child Development
and FaMily Studies by providing-esources on all aspects of human life span
development, early childhood education, human services delivery systems, sociali-
zation and family structure (including cross-cultural and single-culture ethno-
graphic studies of children and families), as well as resources on adolescence
and aging.

LANGUAGES: English is the primary language of the collection.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: The collection is international in scope with emphasis on
material publishedin North America and Europe.

TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: Most material acquired will be in thelorm of

'monographs, periodicals, and serials. This will include selections of research.
materials, theoretical treatments, texts on applications, some primary journals,
and government documents at the national, 'state and local-level. Proceedings,
thetet, ditgertations and non-print material will be obtained on a selective

basis. Children's literature, pre-school to grade one, will also be purchased

to support applicable special interest areas listed below.-

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: Primary easis is on the twentieth century.
Retrospective purchasing will be very selective.-

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

Developtent of observation skill

Prenatal Development
i'

Infant; Toddler; Preschooler, MiddleYears andlAdolescent- Development:
In areas of language, cognition,. social, emotiOnal and physical growth.

activities,.and environments.

years): Dealing with programs,

Parent/Child. Relationships-In general; andinciuding special areas of
foster patening, adoption, child abuse and legalrights.

e_

Iitroduttion to. Marriage and Family Living; In general areas of marriage

as process, dating, mate selection, marital-communication,..setUality,
conflict management, separation and divorce, alternatiVes to Marriage,

- I rsonal Effectiveness: Dealing with self=

awareness, self-Worth, self-acceptance, communicatiopq personal adjustment,

reality contact, relationship-enhancement. .

-Marriage and Family Counseliwg: In areas of.stfuctional family therapy,
communication therapy, sexual therapy, systems.therapy,.divorce therapy;'
.family crises counseling, pre-marital counseling. ,

AgingorLate-r_AdUlthood Development Literature: Dealing with inter-
generational relationships, sexuality, social psychology, social policy,

mental health andadj41stment.:

13
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(CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES; tOntinued)

Special Interest Areas: Family crises in general, including suicide,

divorce, death,'dyitig, bereavement; family violence, rape, incest

f± lit tüiánted pregnanc1es; teenage pregnancies., sexual dysfunction,

sex roles-4 speciaLheedS; and multicultural education during the- early years

f dhildhoo&(infancy through eletentaty school);

4,

S.



;SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: December 3d, 1979

;CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

GENERAL PURPOSE: TO suppart'undergraudtelstudY leading to a Bachelor of City

____.and-Regional -Planning; with ,-atetiphaatLoncomprehensivephysicaI/environmental
planning and urban deSight and, to support study leading to the Master. of City

and Regional Planning degree; with an emphasis in environmental management and

planning, and rural development and planning.

_ -

LANGUAGES: English is khe primary language of the collection.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: Worldwide-with emphasis on North and South America and

Europe. Additional emphasis on California and the western siates-

TYPES & MATERIAM'COLLECTED: Books; periodicals, research reports from

universities, government agencies; the United Nttionsf relevant research institutes,

professional publications ana.conference proceedings.:: Theses, disSertations,

and microform materials are purchased in limited numbers.
24

'CBRCNOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: Current and twentieth century, materials with only

Selected elementS prior to the nineteenth century.

SPECIFIC SUBJECTSAND COLLECTING LEVELS:

Planning__Theary: A collection of material covering planning theory.

A limited collection supporting the theory of physical, social, economic

and political processes of the urban and rural society. A limited

collection supporting the theory of ecology in relation to environmental

management and planning.
.

Planning Methods: Techniques-orTethods of urban,. regional; and

enviromental plarraingtdesign, (natural and human) and pollxy,analysis,

:quantitative methods deaIingidifi,operations research, econometrics, linear

progratting,-_ computer applications4-program evaluation techniques,
techniqUetlappIications,af-remOte-sensing and electronic monitoring relevant

planning'daphaais.,'

Phybical/Environmental Issues: A collection supporting the variou'

substantive issues involved in the department's planning emphasis,

including growth management, developmental issues and controls,,,

environmental qualitycontrol, solid waste management, water resource -

management, resource management,.and natural (ecological) processes and

functions in relation to human aCtivities. ,

rim =_ sm. Development: A Collection supporting comprehensive.. 4 - -m.

physical planning, and rural development and planning, including'land and

agricultural economics, agricultural kaicy, and regional market analysis.

Natural Resources: A collection supporting environmental management and

planning.

_

Site_Analysis_andPlannirct: .Energy conservation site planning_critetia,

environmental and amenity assessment.:

.14

(continued)
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TYANiREGIONAL PLANNING, continued)

Political Science, Urban/Rural Sociology; Social Psychology :. A collection 3

supporting theory, purpose and couprehenslye hySical planning, urban

degign; -rural:-4velopaugint_a4.planning, _and=public_ administration/management._

A limited collectionon social services planning which SuppOrts comprehensive

physical planning, urban deaign,-rural development and planning.

Public Economics:EconomiCs: Urban economics ; '.:public finance,4capital programming, 3
Ili

cost _benefit analysis, _and cost effectiv- -SS analysis.

no#71,13,-ss analysis:

i eXX17: A limited collection coveri e urbanization process,physical_

andldesigh factors; and-environmeataI/resource implications associated with

Mediterranean, European anti North American ancient,and "Past cultures.
-

14a
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CIVIL ENGINEERING

SUBJECT PROFILE -

DATE; July 79

4-
A

__,/

GENERAL'PURPOSE: To support.an undergraduate program leading t9 a Bachelor:of

7SCienCe-degtee- in Civil Engineering;--and -to -suppoirt--a:,gradtiatefprogram :. :C__ _

leading to a Master of Engineering degree withja/CoiriCentratiop in Civil.:Engin-ering;

Both programs emphasize the broad areasof public works and ttahaportation.-

LANGUAGES: English is the primary language of the collection. Works in other

languages are purchased in translation only..

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAA: Geographical considerations are notemphasized.
. ,

ES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: Most of the publications of the Transportation

esearch Board and the American Society of Civil Engineers, and its divisions,

are' colleC.ted. Other transactions and proceedings are purchavd selectively.

Governmeit:publications are of importance. Popular treatments are not purchased.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: Current information is desired.

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

Structures

Aperations Research AR

Air Pollution

Surveying

Traffic Engineering

Urban Planning

Soils Engineering

Mechanciz_of_MateriaIs

Public Transportation
- .

,

Aireort Planning and-Desigm

Urban Transportation Planning

Highway Design and Geometries -

Hydraulics

3.
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-COMPUTER SCIENCE,
0

SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: May 21, 1979

GENERAL PURPOSE: To support undergraduate study leading-t6 a Bachelor of Science

degree. in Computer. Science. To support graduate study. leading to a Master of

,Science degree in Computer Science. To support the study of computer applications

in many fields as the use of computers in applications to other disciplineS is

wideipread and rapidly,increasing.

LANGUAGES: EngliShiS the primary language of;the collection. Works in other

-languages are purchased in translation only.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREASC In order of importance, North America, Europe, Japan, Australia.

TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED; Society publications-and.transactiont' and proceedings

of conferences are'extremely important because of the, rapid development of the.

subject matter. Serials are important, also, as are computer manuals, and

government publications on technical information and computer subjects, Popular

treatments are selectively purchased.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: Generally after 1940.

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

Computer Arthitetture4 MICroComputerg, minicomputers, large computers,

computer netwo4s,'and telecommunications;

Computer Systems and Software: Operating systems; compildrs, p.eogrammiUg

languages, software engineering, and programming.methodoIdgy.

Mathematic_a l_Applications: Numeridal analysis, Maihematical_pagramming,

computer'simulation_and modeling, operations teSdarch,ald discrete

structures.
.

Database-ManagementSystems: Database systems, data structures, f- ile

structures, and query languages;

';Computer Aided Instruction

Computer_ Graphics

Computer App i cations

2'

Ptotess_ContraL: :Manufacturii4 computer control, realriMe systems and-

automation.

Artificial Intelligence:
intelligence.

Theory of-.Computing

Pattern recognition, automata; and machine



SUB4CT PROFILE. .

DATE: JUlY 20,.1979

CONSTRUCTION

GENERAL PURPOSE: The four year program in Construction leads to the Bachelor

of Science degree. Major emphasis Is placed on organizing and managing the
construction phase of society's efforts to impro7e the environment.

LANGUAGES: English language only.,
A

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: Emphasis is on the United States,and California when
applicable.

TYPESOF MATERIALS _COLLECTED:. All types of materials are collected except

dissertations, theses, and eishemera.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: Current information.is most desiie&

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

History_afConstruction

Techniques. and Materials: ICcludes concrete construction

and form work.

General Construction Practice_

Construction Regulations

Cost_Estimating.

Construction Planning and Control

-
Computer Applications

17
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SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: May 2, 1.979

CROP SCIENCE,

GENERAL PURPOSE: To support undergraduate study leading to a Bachelor of

Science degree_in Crop Science (specializations in agronomy, plant protection,

and Vegetable Science) and Fruit Science (specialization in Fruit Production

or Plant Protection). To support graduate study leading to the Master of

Science in Agriculture degree.'

LANGUAGES: English is the primary language of the collection. Works in

Spanish may be of interest in some cased,forexample, special publications

On.fropical'.crops.
, .

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS:' In orderof Preference, -emphasis is on North America,

Hawaii, Central America, the-Caribbean, Europe, the Middle East, Australia,

and South America,

''TtPES.OF'NA,TERIALS COLLECTED: Major domestic and international journals are

of interest. Also monoiraphs, proceedings of important international symposia

or conferences, and textbooks which rliay.seive as references._ Some theses or

disseitations as well as audiovisual material may occasionally be-purchased.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: Emphasis on current materials.

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

Agronomy: Extensive collection dealing with allspects of field
crokproduction and soil science.

Olericulture: Extensive collection stressing all aspects of vegetable

Hortic4lture: Extensive collection dealing with all aspects of the

production of fruit crop -putcrops, and berries of zemperate, sub-

tropical and tropical zon

crop production and handling.

Plant Protection: Extensive collection stressing management of weeds,

insect pests, vertebrate pests, and plant pathogens.

'caiology: Collection supporting agriculture, focusing on

Plant anatomy,- taxonomy; physiology, and ecology.

Chemistry:.' Collection supporting agriculture, focusingon field plot;

technique. .

Statistics: -Collection supporting agriculture, focusing on field

plot techniqueS, experimental design and analysis.

Beekeeping

18
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DAIRY SCIENCE

SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: May 15, 1979 -

GENERAL PURPOSE: -To support undergraduate study leading to Bachelor of-Science
and technical degrees in Dairy Science (dairy production and dairy processing).

LANGUAGES: English. .7.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: Collections Should emphasize the U.S. and also include

significant works from any country.

TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: Selective purchase of .text and reference books,

scientific and trade jOurnaIsi proceedings of symposia and conferences, related
government publications.and statistics.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: EmPilasis should be on the most recent publications,

but older important material should not be excluded.

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

lafry Manufacturing :Processes

DaiviProductDevelopment

Dairy Product-Chemis-try

11
Dairy Manufacturing Management

Dairy Prod ct Microbiology

Dai roduct Gr ih and Testi

s and Breeding

Reproductive and lactation

Dairy Ca t tl Nu tr i tionand-:Feeng

-Dairy Cattle anagement

Dairy Cattle Equ pment and Facilities

Dair_y_Cattle Dis ases

I I

Dairy
utilization acid prices.'

Production, consumption,

19 4. 'a



ECONOMI

SUBJECT PROFIL4.

DATE: June 20; 1979,

GENERAL PURPOSE: :To serve all schools of -the campus by 'offering courses

Whithhelp_siudentSunderstand the overall functioning of the American

economy._ To, 8upport an undergraduate program leading to the Bachelor of

SCience ddgto in Economics, and.suport the M.B.A. program in the:Stbool

Of-Business. _

LANGUAGES: English is thel:pritary language of the collection. Works in

other languages are pUrchased in translation only.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: Emphasis .is on the United States, other North American

countries and Europe.

TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: MonograRhs and periodicals comprise%the.major

part of the collection. Society publications and the transactions. and

proceedinis of conferences are purchased selectively. State an federal

government statistical information .and United Nationi materials are collected,

on a re&ular basis.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: The emphasis is on current acquisitions. However,

all aspects of economic iheOry are emphasized.

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

_ .

Comparative Economic Syseemsr Analysis ot;ebbnomic principles and

institutions applicable to capitalism, soeialism, and communism.

Consumer Economics: Consumer-producer- relationships, money management,

buying methods, investmentS, insurance, housing, and agencies that

help the consumer.

concimetrios: Application of statistical methods used in economics, the

general linear regression model, specific issues and problems related to

economic models: Multicollineari6T, autocorrelation,'heteroscedaiticity,
dummy variables, and simultanebus equation estimation. Also, .application

and evaluation of selected examples of empirical economic research.

Ecbftomic Growth and Development: Rigorous examination of micro- economic

analysis and macro-economic analysis, and an in-depth study principles.

Economic History: Analysis of the growth and development of onomic

institutions in the United States and Europe.

A Economio_Theory: Analysis of ideas related to tht development of

economic theory in the western civilization from the Greeks through

the classical, neoclassical, Keynesian, and to the current post-Keynesian

concepts.

Industrial Organization: Application of basic tools of:economics.t0

American industry

20 4.
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(ECONOMICS; continued)

.

International-Econoirits: Theory of ediparailve advantage, gains from

trade, recent developments in- tra -thedry, nature of international _

payments, theory and practiceof in motional exchange.
a

. .

Labor. Economics:' Wage detertination:theory; the labor movement and

its impact.,7

.

_ _

Managerial Economics:. Fundamental printiples and analytical tools of.

economics used in business dedision7making.

MohetdtY.Etbft6Mt=. NationakeconoMiC fluctuation- models; related

corrective monetary and fiscal policies on income, employment, output,

:growth and prices. .

. .

.

.

_ .

Public Finance: Princip1W:Of gOvertient=finaning and -its various

ectomic ancrsocial-effeOta. - -

,TransiaortattomEconomZcs: Analysis of.tbe allocation of-resources to.

the U. S. transport sector, and specific trahsport mOdes as-a result-

of their, natural economic characteristics and public policy.

Urban Economics: Application of basic tools of economic analysis to

,problems:of urban regions.

3
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GENERAL TMPURPOSE. e education collection supports the resource and research

needs of undergraduates, graduate students, and faculty.. The undergraduate

curriculianprOpareS StudentS for the Blitchelor_of Vocational Education degree
and thetfifth-year teaching credential in the areas of Administrative Services,

Apriculture,MUltipte Subjects (Elementary level), Pupil Personnel- Services
(Counseling and Guidance), Reading,.Single. Subjects (Secondary level), and

Special Education (Learning handicapped). The graduate curriculum prepares'
stucients for the fifth-year teaching ciedential and the Master of Arts degree

in Administrative Services, Counseling,and Guidance, Curriculum and Instruction,

Reading, Social Sciences, and the Special Interest Option. Codrses supporting

the Education curriculum and teacher preparation program are taught by fa ulty

in the Education-Department and btfaculiyin the fallowing departments:
Agriculture, ChemistrY, Engli$1 HiStory, Home Economics, Industrtal Techn logy,

Music; PhysicaIEducation, Political Science, Psychology, Social Science, and

Speech Communication. .

EDUCATION

SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: May 24, 1979

LANGUAGE: English is the prtmary language of the.CollectioM. Works in other

anguagea.are purchased in transtationAjnIi.;.'

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: Emphasis is'ori,North America.._Works concerning, and
published, in Africa,. Asia, Europe; South and Central America are purchased

selectively. '-
TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: Monagrapi4,,,serials; association.and
pUblications, proceedings, and nonprint,materials are collected. Theses,

dissertations, and pamphlet4s are purchased in limited. numbers.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS:' Emphasis is on current materials,

works are' selectiVely collected.

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEvr.l.S:

,

although hi4torital

_

Administration and Supervision: Collection supports current trends and

legislation from elementary through higher education levels.

Adult_EduCation: Collection is limited, but emphasis is on adult basic

education and lifelong learning:

Agricultural. Education: Collection supports elementary through higher
education levels.

Anthropology of Education: Collection
through higher education levels.

- <

limited, bUtisupports elementary

_ Art_Educarion: collection supports elementary

levels..

Audiovisual Educationl 'Emphasis is on, the production, desigm, and effect

on the learner. Collectibn supports elementary through higher education

levels.'

Bilingual/Bicultural Education: Emphasis is on current trends an

legislation from kindergarten through,gradej2.

through higher education

21
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(EDUCATION; continued)

Career Educationv Emphasis is on current and historical viewpoints
from kindOrgarten tlirongii grade 12.

Comparative Education: \Limited collection supports elementary=through
higher education levels.

Counseling and Guidance:
education levels.

Curriculum-Development:
education levels. )em

Emphasis is on elementary throughhigher.

Collection supports elementary: through higher

5

Early Childhood Education: Collection supports preschool through grade 3.

Educational Psychology: Collection sbpports current and historical
trends fromelementary through higher education levels.

2

Elementary Education: Collection supports current trends and historical
perspectives from kindergarten through grade 6.

English; Collection supports,'elementary thrOugh higher education levels.

English as a Second Language: Collection supports elementary through
higher education levels._

Ethnic-Stud-Lei: Collectibn supports 'current and-historic- al trends frOM
4elementary through ligher education levels.

Foreign Language Instruction:
:higher edUCAtierd.leVelS.'i ;.

'Higher Eautation: Collection supports
and.legisiation -

7

ColleCtidn supports elementary through.

urrent trends; hisorical trends;

History of Education:" Very limite1.collectionat a 1 levels.,

Home ColleCtion supports elementary through higher education,

levels. !. .
t,

Industrial Technology CollectionsupportS elementa through higher

education levelS-.

.-- Instructional Strategies:
education levels.

. -

Language Arts: Collection
levels.

Collection supports'elementary through higher

supports elementary-through higher ucation

Measurement aci Evaluation:' Collectionsupports elementatr.thfough
higher education levels. t

., .

14niticultural,Educatidni: Colledtitin supports kindergarten through grade
. 12.

21a /4 p
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(EDUCATION, continued)

_

Music Education: Collection supports elementary thAugh higher

eduCation levels. ,=

Philosophy nf Education: Limited collection of major vorks.

Physical-A.cmv: Collection support-R elementary through higher 3

education levels.

Pre='and In-=Service Education: Collection, supports current trends from.

elementary throu0 highgr education levels.

Reading: Collection supports elementary through adult levels.

-Sodellse_EducatiCn: llectiop supports elementary through higher

education levels.

Secondary Education: Collection supports trends in grades 7 -12 instruction

in all content areas.

Social Science Education: 40Collection supports elementary through higher

educatiOn levels.

Sociology of Education: Very limited collection of'major works.

Special Education: Including, but_not restricted to the following areas:

autiSm,.blind and visually handicapped, dyslexia, gifted and talented,

hyperactivity, learning handicapped, mentally handicappedphysically

handicapped, speech and hearing disordefi. Collection supports elementary

through higher education levels.

Teacher Education: Collection-SuppoftS kindergarten through grade 12.

e...: (/

-

, , t

Vooationai_EducatiOn Collect/Oh sup is elementary through higher

education levels.

Women's Studies: Collection supports current trends and legislation

supporting the elementary through higher education levels.
7

3 .
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SUBJECT. PROFILE
DATE: mAy 183 1979'7,

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

_GENERAL PURPOSE: To support'undergraduatestudy leading to*Sachelor of Science
degrees in Electronic and Electrical Engineering; and to support graduate
study leading to the Master of Engineering degree with a primary.field of study
in either Electropic or Electrical Engineering.:.

.LANGUAGES: Ffglish is the primary language of the collection; Generally; = .

works in other languages are acquired in_translation only. Sonelimited,foreign
language works are acquired on request if equivalent iUforioation or point-of=-view
is not available in English.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: Topic not limited by geographic considerations.

TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: Virtually all the journals Ofthe'Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) are collected. A broad range of
symposium and conference reports and other monographs published by the IEEE are
also collected. Other society publicatiohs transactions and conference pio-
ceedings are selectively collected. Individual theses, dissertations, and
microform materials are purchased selectively or upon request. There-are
selected collections of standards published through the American National.Standards
Institute and by trade and professional organizations, such as the National
EleCtrical Manufacturers Association.,

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: The Latest, most up -Tto -date; .information_ _
emphasized. Material more than four years old generally is not'collected.

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

Power: Includes energy conversion, direct energy conversion,'
rotating machines, power transmission and distribption, illumination,
'photo voltaic cells',and solar cells.

Electronics: Physical electronics, electronic circuits,: solid state
devices, solid state eIectronics,,.integrated circuits, design and
fabrication, computer-aided analysis and synthesis,of.eIectronic
circuits, and modelling.

Communicatismis: Communication theory, information theory, communications
electronics (digitai;and analog), telecommunications, queing theorY,
satellite communications, telephone and telegraph, fiber optics, and
phase-locked-loop systems.

-

Circuits: AC.and DC circuits, circuit theory':and analysis, circuit
synthesis, network analysis, linear.hetworks, transform theOry,"computer-
aided analysis and synthesis, computational approach to circuit analysts,
and:digitaI filters.

Electromagnetic Fields: Electrostatics,magnetostatics, electromagnetic
waves, antennasiwave propagation* and microwaves.

ignaI'Processing: Passive filters, active filters; ;01,4gitaI signal
:processing, fast fourier transform discrete time series; digital hlters;,
and Z transform Predicative enrading.

22
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(ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ESGINEERING,-Contitded)

Control Systems: Dynamics, optial control,' theory, regulators,,

feedback, sampled data control, sensitivity, state vaiiabIes,

root I6cus, state space, transfer functions, .computer-controlled systemsi.

describing functions, pontryagin and liapunov functions, and modelling.

D-Wr.a.l_Electronics_: Computer-aided analysis, computers, logic,

sequential machines, theory of automata, switching theory, large
i6tegrated circuits, medium scale.iniegrated circuits, system design,

sub-system design, interface design, minicomiuters, microcomputers, micro=
processois, semiconductor memories, and digital storage systems.

rstems Engineering: Simulatlon and modeling, and stochastic processes;
-

Commertial_Product_Catalogs: Company specifications for electrical and

electronic devices.;

22a vy



SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: ;July 30, 1979

"ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

1 Y- .

GENERAL PURPOSE: To support undergraduate study leading to a-Bachelor. of .

Science degree In Engineering,-Technology
with one or more areas of specialization

from five Options: ,Air. Conditioning-Refrigeratibt Technology,
EIeCtronic Techno-

logy, Manufacturing'Processes
Technology, Mechanical

Technology; and Welding

Technology.

LANGUAGES?: English da_the language of the'collection. Ginerally, works in

other languages are collected intranslation'only.-
A limited range of foreign

language works are acquired on request, if equivalent information or point-of-

view is not available in English.

GEOGRAPHICALAREAS: Not applicable.

TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: 'lost of the journals And Other_publicatons

of.the Institute for Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE),_and'the

American Society of; Mechanical Engineers (ASME) arecoliected. The journals

and. annual handbooks or transaa ofions o the American Society of Heating, Refri-

geration, and Airconditioning Engineers (ASHRAE), the Society of Manufacturing

Engineera (SME) and the American Welding SOciety (AWS) are-collected. Monographs

and special reports published by these organizations are extensively collected.

Oiher related society
publications and the transactions and proceedings of

conferences are purchased selectively. Individual theses; dissertations,'and

microforms' are purchased-upon request. There are extensive collections of

Standards published by the IEEE, ASME, ASHRAE, SME and the AWS.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: The latest, most up-to-date, information is emphasized.

Material more than four years old generally 1.S. not collected.
4.. ' .

-

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

TSr Conditioning-Refrigeration:
Air conditioning, refrigeration principles

and codes, environmental graphics,
systeedisign, plumbing, building sanita-

tion, fuel services, fire protection in buildings; mechanical equipment of

buildin and related codes, 'beat exchanger technology, systems for air

distrib tion, refrigeration air conditioning and related control instal-
.

lations estimating and design_:;problems.

Electronic Technology: AC and DC circuits, electronic circuits and

devices, industrial"wiring, power distribution, rotating machines,

electrical' safety, advanced
networks, active linear cixcuits, network.

'analysis, active filters, automatic control, electronic communications,

mini- and micro-computer te4hnology and programming video technology,

and maintenance of computer peripheral machines.

,ManUfacturingProdeaSes:.
Equipment and processes for fabrication of

A,ndtatrial productk:
tUrning,_casting, milling, cutting; forting,

machining, finishing, tool design; electrouid assembly techniqueS,

production analysis; ind4ptrial numerical Control, tool and tanufacturing

engineering ;.

23
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(ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY, continued).

Ileehanical Technology: Engineering drawing, descriptive geometry,
statics, dynamics, mechanisms, mechanical systems, industrial hydraulics,
pneumattcs, thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, instrumentation, industrial
engines, machine design, and fluid power systems.

WeldingTechnology: Welding equipment and fixtures, welding processes,
metallurgy of welds for various.metaIs, metallography techniques, structure
of metals and their mechanical properties, weldability of dissimilar
metals, v0.ding and cutting processes in manufacturing and industry, micro-
bonding., mechanical, nondestructive testing, and welder qualification
technology.

V.



ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

SUlejECT 'PROFILE

DATEi April-10, 198d

. .

GENERAL.pURPOSE: To support undergraduate Study*Ieading'to the Bachelor .of

Arts degree-in English wifh!'.4mphasis in American, British, and European literq-

ture, and Teaching English as a Second Language. .'Secondary emphasis is on

,language study and IinguiStics. To support graduate studyjeading to-theMaster

of Arts degree; specializing in literature, critical analysis, and liniuistics.

LANGUAGES: English is the primary language of the collection. Works in other

languages are usually purchasedin translation, or in the-original language as.

use or demand indicates.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: Emphasisin Noth,and South Americaf Great Britain and

Western Europe.

TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: BiograiihidS, interpretive- analyses, fiction;

novels and C011ection& of short stories. are purchased. selectively. Popular

treatments and introductory textbooks such as.those used in Classes_are not.:

normally purchased. Audiovisual materials related tp!,-language and literature

arealso purchased.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: None. 4?

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS:AND COLLECTING LEVELS.: Literary works, including-reading and

critical analysis Of ,drama, poetry, and novelswithin the following areas:

classical period to medieval (including Chaucer), medieval'to Elizabethan

-(including ShakeSpeare), and Elizabethan to iodern (ncludidg Afro-American

and Latin American authors). 'Linguistics: thiiiii-includea the study of

contemporary language, both grammar and composition, and.the teaching of English

as:a second language.

Literary' Works:

Classical period to medieval,

Medielial to Elizabethan'

Elizabethan to modern

gritish

American

European

Latin Ameri

AfrO- rican

r world literature (selected)

Film_asLiterature

Children's Literature

Linguistics.

Rhetonic-arKL_Calwasition

English as a Second Language'

3.



ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING -

GENERAL PURPOSE: To support an undergraduate prograth leading to a Bachelor of
Science degree in Environmental Engineering; and to support _a graduate program
leading to a Magter0 Engineering degree with a concentration iu'Environmental
-Engineering._ Bothprograms emphasize air conditioning and refrigeration, air
pollution contro14$ water pollution-waste management, and new environmentally

related ,rethnologies.

SUBJECT'PROFILE
DATE: July 5,4979

,

.

_-

LANGUAGES: English is the.primary language of the collection. Works in other

languages are purchased in translation only.

, GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: -T7eographical:consiOrations are not enphasized..

TYPES OF- MATERIALS COLLECTED:. Society publications, proceedings and.journals of

divisions are purchased extensively , Other transactions and proceedings aredivisions .

'Purchased selectively. Popular treatments and inirodUaOry texts are.not

ordinarily purchased. Government publications are.of importance;

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: Current information is desired.

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

.Air-and--Water_Pollution '

Industrial Hygiene

Air' Conditioning

,Heating

Ventilation .

Refrigeration

Solar Energy

1.
..., .



FOOD SCIENCE

_SUBJECT PROFILE ..-

.-'7644kM[aY-4, 1979

GENERAL-PURPOSE: To supportiundergraduate study leading_to'a Bachelor of
ScienCedegree'in. Food....Scieftce. Alsoito. support research in the field. Of

-processing and preservation of fruits, vegetables, meat PrOdUCtS and othet

food items.

LANGUAGES: -English.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: NorthAmerica and Euxope.

TYPES OF .MATERIALS COLLECTED: Society publications, trade periodicals,
'transactions and proceedings of food processing organizations.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: Emphasis is'on the most recent works, but older

material-is also collected.

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

Meat Processing:. Sausage manufacturing, dried meats, fermented.

meatsj cbred-meats, nitrites in meats; canned meats.'

ucts

meat RS.
Wines and FermentedFoods-

Dehydration:. EquipmentmethOds,:research; products;

'Garlic and Onion-Chemistry: -Flavor, processing.

Tood-Rtacti.ussing Equipment: Maiiufacturing firms.

Fish a . : Procssing, chemistry, 'flavor.

la, Food InCiuStry.:-
_
rood-gums, Thic

ProdUcti Development

Thermally Processed and Preserved Foods

rozen Foods.

By-producis.

- 3



FOREIGN LANGUAGES

- SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: May, -1979

GENERAL PURPOSE: To support undergiaduate study leading to a basic understanding
of foreign languagessuch as French, German, and Spanish.

.LANGUAGES: Not applicable.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: Not applicable for French and German. In Spanish emphasis
is.given to works that haveto do with the Mexican heritage of the United States.
The latter also includes Latin American and Spanish works.

TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: Mainly monographs on language, grammar, poetry,

essays, novella and plays in these three languages. Also included in this collection'

are peiiodicaIs related to the culture and literature covered by these languages.

.\1

-:UHRONOLOGICAL'LIMITATIONS: Not applicable;

SPECIFICSUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

.French: Elementary practice in pronunciation, sentence structure, reading,
writing, basic conversation, intermediate grammar, and practice in writing,
and oral expression.

PrenchConveisation: Current idiomatic usage with emphasis .on contemporary

culture.

Significant Writers in French: Representative writers in literary periods;
critical analysis and oral diSCUSSitin of poetry, essays, novels and playa;

German:. Elementary practice in pronunciation, sentence structure, reading,
writing; and basic conversation. Intermediate grammar andpractice, oral

.expression based on social and cultural values.

Getz-at- Coa-va:rsation: Current idiomatic usage with emphasis on contemporary
culture.

German' Scientific Intensive Grammar: EMphasis on reading scientific GerMan'
materialsTandteXts.

Significant Writers,in German:, Representative writers Of. literary' periods.

Spanish: EIeiehtary and intensive practice in pronunciation, sentence
structure, reading, writing, and,basic conversation.

Intermediate Spanish: Review Of Spanish grammar, practice in writing,
and oral expression based on social cultural values.

Spanish Conversation:. Current idiomatiq usage with emphasis on contemporary
cuIture

S grifftrallt Writ-Pr's

4
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GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS

GENERAL PURPOSE: To support undergraduatestudyleading to ,a Bathelor of

Science degree in Graphic Communications. Along with a general core of-

printing technology courses, the program is designed to provide specific

curricular options which allow students to specialize in one of four areas:

'Computer Graphic Communicati.ons, Design Reproduction, Printing Management, and

Packaging.

SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE t May 18,. 1979

. -
LANGUAGES: English is the primary language of the collection. Works in other

languages are purchased in translation only.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS:. Emphasis is on North America and .Europe with some

conaideration given to Australia and New Zealand.

TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: Society publications, transactions and proceedings

are purchased when available. Materials published by professional and industrial

organizations are purchaSed extensively. Great emphasis is placed on the purchase

of technical materials, reports, lab tests, equipment tests and bulletins. Popular

and low technical level materials are not ordinarily purchased. Technical journals,

trade journals, and serial publications dre heavily used due t6 the accelerated

and highly changing technology of the field.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: Current information is most de-Sired.

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVEES:

Eindingand_Finishing

CameraProcesses: Includes all camera processes, image assembly,

plat-el:haat:it, and pre - separated art for_damera. .

Composition: Includes composition systems, advanced composition systems,

and composing machines.

Copy Preparation: IncludeS line and half tone media.

Estimating- Includes. pricing,'costing and package estimating.

Lithographic_Trocesses: IacIudes'image assembly, platemaking, theory of

lithography,-and offset lithographic preSs work:

Management:
manageMent,
and layout,

Packaging:
prodesses,

Includes production management, quality control. 4hrsonnel
procedures, collective bargaining and labor,_ plant organization

newspaper, and publications management.

Includes package estimating, consumer packaging, packaging:`

and package substrates.

Press Operations : Includes letterpress, lithographiC press.:yotk, gravure,

relief printing-specialties, web printing, and flexography.
_

Printing Equipment Management,

2



(GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS, continued

Sales:- Includes saiesimanagement, forecasting:and- marketing.

Scr n ProcesseS4.'Includes all screen processes on various surfaces and

industrial applications..

Substrates and Ink: Includes packaging substrates, .paper and ink;
. .

_ _ .

Typograpty: Type design; composition; layout, designihomMettial
typography; and graphic design for reOrciduction.,'.

-e
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SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: may 25, 1979

HISTORY

GENERAL PURPOSE: To support undergraduate work leading to a Bachelor of Arts

degree in'History, and .a teaching credentidli. The subject emphasis is in the

following areas: American, European, RUssian African, East Asian, Latin
American, Middle East,, and Ancient.

LANGUAGES: .English is the primary language of-the collection.
in other languages, i.e. German and Spanish.

. ,

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: North 'America, EuroPe, East Asia, Middle East, AfriCa,

South' America, and Central America,

TYPES OF MATERIALSICOLLECTED: Monographs,-biographies, autobiographies,
diaries, journals, subject bibliographies, proceedings of historical societies,
collections Of essays, collections of letters, documents; speeches, writings, and

dissertations. SeIected audiovisual, materials are also collected. Popular

treatments, textbooks, and workof-any variety on the Indian sub-continent are

invited collections

not collected.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: None

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:
4

American: Political, ecunothic, social, culturali,intellectual,
diplomatic, agricultural, and military..

European: Political,
and military.

Russian: Political,
and military.

African: Political,
and military.

economic, social, cultural,

economid, social, cultural,

econoMie;sotial, cultural;

0

intellectual,

intellectual,

intellectual,

technological,

diplomatic,

diplomatic,

diplomatic,

East Asian: Political, economic, cultural, intellectual, diplomatic,

and military. °

Latfr_Amerfranl Political, economic, social, cultural, intellectual,

diplomatic, and military;
, -

Middle East: Political,' economic, social, cultural, intellectual,

diplomatic, and military.

Ancient: Political, economic, social, cultural,-intellectua , diplomatic,

and military.

Afro-American: Political, economic, social,.cultural, and intellectual.

Chicano -: Political,ceconomic, social, cultural, and intellectual.

.14



SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: May 14 ;::.1979

GENERAL PURPOSE: To'support unde graduate study leading to a Bachelor .of Sc=ience
degree in Dietetic/Food Administr tion and Home Econoiics with emphasis'in .

merehandiiing, textilas, f.ahion, interior design, consumer education, and.Eood

science. To support'gradulte study leading to a Master of Snience degree in

_Home Economics with.speciAllzaion in nutrition and,the general field of Home
Economics.

/LANGUAGES: English and-translationd.into English primarily.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: :United States foraIl subject areas.:' Also,: Europe (including *

England; and CanadaJor nutrition; England,'France-and:ItalTifor
interior design; and.:Englgiid and Canada for textiles -_

:

TYPES -OF MATERIALS CbqECIED::.; T/tes6sant1i4ictaforilis'.o.f:t4tse from other..,.

universities-are collected Purchases of popular: treatments are limited.:
International conferences:and-United Nations _pdblicatiOns-are,TUrchaSed,/
especially in hUtriti3On.:1Cookbooks and'pOpular.domestic craft materials are
collected at A'minithal level:.. Slides and flliiStiipsare ordexed: selectively

,

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS

SPECIFIC .SUBJECTS.AND COLLECTING LEVELS::

Clothing:. Including -merchandising.

Consumer Educatiol'

Foods

Interior Design: .Including housing.

Nutrition'

Textiles
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LOUSTRIAL ENGINEERING:

-.SUBJECT PROFILE
-- DATE: May 29, 1979

GENERAL PURPOSECTo:support mddergraduate study leading to a Bachelor-of Science

Agree in indUstrial Engineering with a curricular concentration in either
manufacturing or systems; and to support graduate study leading to the Master -

of Engineering degree with a primary field of study in Indukirial Engineering. .

LANGUAGES: English is the primary language of the collection Generally, works

in other languages are acquired in translations only.- Some limited. foreign

. .
language works are= acquired on request if4dquivalent information orpointlof-

viLw is not available in English.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: Topic not limited by geographic :considerations.

TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED : All the journals of the American Institute of

Industrial Engineers (AIIE) are collected. Special studies and reports of the

AIIE as well as any symposium or, conference reportsc,or other books and monographs

puhlisfied by the -AIIE are collected. Other society publications,. transactions,

symposiums and conference proceedings are collected selectively. Individual

theses; dissefEations, and microform materials are purchased selectively or upon

request.- There are -selected collections of standards publiSile&through- the.

American National Standards Institute and by trade,and professional organizations

. such as the\Electronic Industries Association.

tpRoinocicAL LIMITATIONS: The latest; most up-to-date, information is emphasized.

"0. -Material more than five years old generall will not be collected.

SPECIFIC SUBJECT AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

.Manufacturing Control: Safety, production contrb1,-plaptjayOUt, shop 2'-'-

practices, quality control; engineering testing, produtt:deVeldpmeht, work

methods, and cost estimating.
.- '.

.

,
.

. ,...-,

Manufactniting Equipment: Tools, manual machines, semi-automatic and
automatic machines, computer-aided machines, and microprocesSors.

Manufacturing Management: Management practice and cost controls:

Systems Applications: Statistics, -mathematical modeling 5flc simulation, 2

optimization techniques, flow charting, and computer applications.

System Components: Data processing, work design, human factors, cybernetics,

and engineering economy.

3

2-

Opeiations Research: Simulation and games, decision strategy, queuing,

linear and non-linear programming, and Markov chains.
'1

.

t'
k.

3
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SUBJECT.
DATE: ..May 30, 1979

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY ,

GENERAL, PURPOSE: To support undergraduate study leading-to the Bachelor of

Sciencedegree in Industrial Technology or the Bachelor of Aits degree in

Tndustrial Arts; and to support,graduate study leading to the Master of Arts

degree in Industrial Arts.

LANGUAGES: English is the primaty language of the collection. Generally, works

in other languages-are.acquiied laktranslation only. Some limited foreign

language works Are acquired on request:if equivalent information or point-of-view

is not available in English.

GEOGRAHHICAiABEAS:' Geneiali5<the 6Pic not limited by geographic,"considema-

tions.' -;
. I;;

. .

S (5E-MATERIALS COLLECTED: The publlcations of societies related' to;indlistrial

management and education as welras transactions and proceedings of conEerences

-on these topics are purchased selectively. Individual thesesi dissertations,

ticicialm, and audiOvisual,Aaterials are purchated selectively, or upon (request'.

There are extensive'calIeCtions ofostandardt'Publithed by the American Rational

,StandardS Institute, the Society of AutOiotive Engineers and..ofher ie14ed.trade

and professional .organizations.
ge-:''''

.
5 46.t.l-'r 5

CERONOLOGICACLIMITATIONS: The latest ros'gurto-date, information is 'emphasized.
, ..

Material mores an five years old, generally is not collected.
,,

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS COLLECTING LEVELS:

Industrial Material's: Applications and'limitations;of Aaterials itcludin

,,,,plastics, glass, ceramics, rubbei, abrasives, adhesiyet, wood, fuels,

Jubricantt; metals, charact'e'r,: and application of industrial finishes.

Equipment:_ Power sources both traditional and.alternative,

, industrial electrical sYstems, electronic control

systems, including steam refrigeration, hydraulicand

, lubricants, ,packaging Machinery, and construction

rtininmen

'-:power transmissions
.systems, Mechanical
.=.pneumatic'equrpment
-equipment.;

Industrial pr Assns M 'agemen't,d Inddstrial design, industrial product

development, controI.:,,praduat evaluation, value engineering,

Production - jak_ mass production; plant maintenance management,

customer rd__ 44,Es, industrial marketing, cost control,'-industrial pack-

aging, techn- _ management problems, electronic computer applicaticins, and

numerical control of machine tools. ,

-
Industrial-Edna-avian: Drafting, technical drawing and sketching, teaching

applications of drafting principles, history and philosophy of indrigtriaI

education, facility planning in industrial education, organizatiOn,'adminit-

ration and'financing of industriaL,educailan, curriculum planning, and

'methods of industrial education.

Metal Technolojy: Use of hand and machine tools, machine shop and bench 3

metal prcicesses, metal roduction processes, assembly line methods and

equipment, metal fabrication processes, and industrial education projects

with. metals.

2
('continued)
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(INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY; continued)

Wood Technology: Processes and materials in lumbering, mill-cabinet work, 3

general construction; furniture manufacturing, homebutIding, mass"
production, assembly line methods and equipment, and industrial education
projects.

-Electron:ICA Technology: Construttion:, testing:, trouble-shooting, repair

of electrical and electronic equipment, teaching applicationS ofelectronic
equipment,:planning and equipping of Secondarysadol,electrotics labors
tortes, And programs and experiments for secondary teaching df=electronics.

TperrinTrify: PIastics.,machinery and fabrication eqUipment;.pIastics:
fabrication processes; plastics propertiesicharicteristics:and:processing:'
behavtor;:process Annlysis; control; and evaluation.-

Automotive Technology: 'Theory and operation of automotive and other
transportation power.sources, theory, application and service of
automdtive systems and equipmtnt, including fuel, electrical,.lubrication,
codling, chassis, and power trains, engine overhaul; maintenance, theory,

-construction, consumer information,'economics of selection and preventive
maintenance.

4:51
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'SUBJECT PROFILE

DATE: October. 25, 1978

-GENERALPURPOSE: To support intellectual growth and curiosity of_ undergraduate
SiddentOiorking on a Bachelor of Science degree in Journalism And student-6 in

undergradUate journalism courses;

LANGUAGES.: Pritarily.:Etglish._ Also; selected translations Of works in French;;

GermaniSPinishItalian; RUssan: and Chinese.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS.: Worldwide.-

TYPES OF- MATERIALS COLLECTED: Books and periodicals (including newspapers)

directly related to-Aournalism-- SeIedted audiovisual materials.

CHRONOLOGICALLIMITATIONS: Emphasis on current materials.

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

Mass Media

Mass Communications

Human Communications

Advertising

Newspaper,,iadio, televisicin, and magazine propaganda

JounaalismtPrattice

Journalism_LEmr'

Economics of Journalism

History of Journalism

Relation of Journalism to. Society

Psychology of Journalism

'33
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LANDSCAPE-ARCHITEGTOiE

SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: June, 2, 1979-

GENERAL PURPOSE: To support the-Bachelor of Science degree in Landscape
Architecture, with emphasis on the design end functional organization of open
space, and on the conservation and revitalization of-hoth natural and man-made
landscapes (ranging in scale from domesiic units to systems of urban, rural
and-regional -land use).

LANGUAGES: English is the piimary-language of the collection.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: Worldwide witheciaI emphasis on North America, Europe
and the Orient.

TYPES OF-MATERIALS COLLECTED: .Materials ific to'landscape architecture and
the associated professions and arts, such "a% architecture, p1.anning, engineering,
etc.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: None

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

64)

, .

.-
Designz aspects-of the esign of the exterior-environment
with aniemphasis on design methodol gy_and specific and general -design

principles. . -. . -. , g .- 1 ' -

Practices =: A,C011ettiohbf material covering. all aspects of construction
,..oefhoai'echniques and.matdrials.

Theory: A collection of material covering design theory of both a
specific and general nature.

History: A collection covering all aspects. of world hkstory of design
on the land and plan's interactioniwith outdoor space.

Professional Practices A collection -bi mitgAal raja. to office organiia
.

tion, contract documents and specifi-cations, ethics, d Problems and practices
in the profession.

Plant CoiPosition: A collection of material "cimering the functional aid
agtthetic use of plant materials. .

_Iregiohang: A collection of material related to larger scale
landcape design with particular emphasis on inventory and analysis
Assujs as well as visual assessment.

Urban Design: A collection:of material on .the subject with particular
emphasis on physical design emphasis in allan areas.

2

Site _.. : -Energy conservation, site planning criteria,
cost effective site planning; aerial photo interpretation, land surveying,
nees.role in chahging the natural landscape, land reclamation, and environs Y..

mental assessment.

Presentation_ and Graphic Techniques: Photographyand reproduction methods,
graphic skills and model making, basic design mefhods, problem - solving and

-three=dimensional design methods. --

v ti



MANAGEMENT
--x

GENERAL PURPOSE: To.support undergraduate study leading to a Bacheibrof

Sciende degtiejn Business Adillinistrqiwith.emphasis on thd,StUdY_Of_

management; andiro support graduate stuk.leading.cito the Ok:BUSiness

AdMInistration (1.B.4.).. The four curriCular concentrations 4re.dridustr41.

kelationsii,Internaticinal
iluainessManagementi Management, sing. 6-nagement

Information Systems.

SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: May 14, 1'979

LA.NGUAGESi. English.

'GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS* The emphasis_ is on North
Ameticai.bur,the Management

iite attire of other countries; partidUlarlY in Europe; and :the Far EaSt,

interest.

TYPES OF MATERIALS _COLLECTED: Professional publications, transactiofts and

proceedings of conferences are selectivelY purollaged. Theses,dissertations,

audiovisual, and microform materials are purchased in limited numbers.'"

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: NOt applicable.:

SPECIFIC. SUBJECT -AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

Business Orgaiiiiation-and-Adm±nistration:
Ihtludes theory the

firm; corporations, and .personnel-administration.

3 !

i:1C--t-iOn: Includes production, theory, cost analysis, uality control 3,

research and development.

Information Technology: Includes the use of informat.on for decision making

purposes of management.

-4/

Organization Theorl-and_Behavior: Includes organizatiohal relationahips.-

--01-peiaEiOns Research:
Includes systems analysis, linear programming,

.

..klUeningi, theory, and simulation.

. -

Ihtrustrial:Akeliat ions:. Includes labor management relations; collective

'bargaining, and compensation....

International-Management



SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: May 1; 1979

MATHEMATICS

GENERAL PURPOSE: To .support undergraduate study leading to a Bachelor of

Science degree in Mathematics with emphasis in Applied Maihematics, Finite

Mathematic,:or Mathematics Education. To.supportlraduate study leading to

the. Master of Sciencd:degree in Mathematics, -and to support .service courses .

for students in,AgricUlture, Architecture, Busines'S, Engineering, and Science.

.LANGUAGES.: ;Primarily-Inglish. Works in other languages purcha-sed as requested. -'

),

GEOGRAPHICAL'.-AREAS: EEmphasis on North" Amer4.ta and Europe',

TYPES OF. MATERViLS COLLECTED:,. Nationa2CounCil of Teachers.-pf,-Mathematics;

American"Mathemati6al-Societi, AssociatiOn of Aieilca, and SocietY

for.Industrial ancAliedM
Mathematical
matics puhIications... SelectecLupper division.,

textbooks and'iondgraph,

CHRONOLOPIOAL LIMITATIONS:- EMphasis'is-on redent7publicaEionS..

SPECIFIC SUBJECTq AND COLLECTING-LEVELS:

History

Mathematics; Education.

MathematicallogiC-and Foundations

Set Theory

Combinatorics-

Number Theory

Algebraic Structures

'

Linear Algebra

Geometry

Topology

. Calculus

Differential Equations

Complex Analysis

Functional Analysis

Numerical_Analysti
,

Calculus of Variations. and ControI:TheorY

probability and Statistics (see Statistics profile)

Applied Mathematics: Including Physics, Engineering,

Economics, Biology, and. bperatiOns Resea



N

MECPANICAL ENGINEERING

SUBJECT "PROFILE
DATE: y 21, 19 79

GENERAL PURPOSE: To support undergraduate study leading to a Bachelor of Science_
degree in _Mechanical Engineering; and to support graduate-study leading to the
MaSter. of Engineering,degree with a concentration in Mechanical Engineering.

LANGUAGES : English is the primary language of the collection.' Generally, works
in ocher languages are acquired in translation.only. A limited number of foreign

-language works are acquired on request, if equivalent-information or point-of-view
is not available in EngliSh.

GEOGRAPHIC AREAS: Topic not limited by geographic considerations:

TYPES OF MATERIAL COLLECTED: Most of :'the journals of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) are :collected.. Most of the symposium and conference
reports and other books. and monographs .published' by the ASME ard actively colIecied.
Other. society publications and the transactions and proceedings of conferenceS
are purchased selectively: ,Individual thesesi.-dissertations and,microfilm
materials are purchased selectively or upon request. There are extensive collections
of standards published by the American National Standards Institute, and by trade
and professional organizations, such as the AmericanSociety of Mechanical Engineers.

J

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: The latest, most u46-date informatiOn'is emphasized,
Material more than five years old, generally, is not collected.

SPECIFIC. SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING BEVELS: a
.0.5t

Applied Mechanics: Statics, di'amics, k emalics, engineering nechanics,

mechaniCalvibrations, stress aniIysis-,, rangian mechanics, and dynamics

of-ground vehicles.-

1,1e-chanical.Design: Design of machine parts, design techniques industrial

deSign practice, analytical modeling, mechanical control systems, hydraulic
and, fluid'systems, analog-and digital simulation techniques, fluid power

systems, testing, and instrumentation.

Power: Energy conversion ficim fuels'and other resources, 'energy
stbrage,system4 internal'conbustion":engines,,ind'turbOmachinery.

:75i, Thermal Stience: Thermal-sysiems,"thermodynamics, convective heat,-
-fluid mechanics, laminar and turbulent flow; miss transfer, heat ex-

changers and conpressible-flow.

Petroleum Engisneering: Rese ir mechanics,- recovery techniques,

well planning; drilling and completion, and deep water drilling=systers.,

Ntlep'ar Reactor Engineering: Reactor physics, power-Iplantcdesign and
oPeration, reactor thermal and' hydraulic degign, and thermal and fast tYpe

nuclear power plants. ,



SUBJECT PROFILE :

DATE: July 25;. 1979

-11ETALLURGICAL ENGINEERING"-

.

_
GENERAL- PURPOSE: -To' support undergraduate study leading to a Bachelor of Science
degree in Metallurgical Engineering.

LANGUAGES:, EngIishAs the primary langiulge for the collection. Generally,r
works in otWer .lan ages are acquired i translation only '

GEOGRAPHICALAREASU Topic not limited by geographic consideiations.

TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: Most of the publications f: the American' Society
,for Metals (ASM) and the American Welding Society (AWS)are collected. Most of .

the symposium and conference reports publish by the ABM are actively collected
Other professional association and society pnbIications and 'the transactions and 7+
proceedings of couferences,are purchased selectively: Individual theses and "
microfilm materiag are pu'rchased selectively or upon request. %There are exten-i
collections of standards published'hy the American National Standards Institute,
and by trade and professional organizations ':such as the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers and the AmeriCan Welding Society.=-'

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: The latest, most up-to-date information is emphasiiedv->"
Mate 'al.ITIord than five years old generally is not collected.- .

SPECIFIe-SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

EstaIII2I,IRE2E122: Metal working, metal joining and metal
production processes, phSrbical,and mechanical properties.of metalt,.'heat.
treatment, extractive metallurgy,*mlil and foundry theory, metalfailuue,
metallography, electron microscopy, fracture mechanics, fatigue,"corrosion,,
control, and mechanical test methods. s

Materials-Engineering: Theory of materials, metallurgical, thermookinamics,
-structur1,- microstructure, physical_ and mechanical properties;1iehaviors
of metals, alloys, ceramics, insulating..materials, semi-conductors and
polymers, stress loading and deformatiOn, phase relations; an&processing.

Welding Fn sneer r.,a; Metallurgical aspects of welding de§ign,.material and
process saeation, procedure and fabrication, weldabilit'y of various metalS,
'especially aluminum, copper eel, titanium, their ,alioys, aria cost. estimating.

Melding Technology:" Maci6 and micro metallurgy of. welds, structures of 1, 3

welds; Weld geometry, mechanical properties, power,sources, welder/qualifi-
cation tests, specialized welding equipment, and fixiures.

1 -
Industrial Welding: ManUfacturing appIicatkyrisof brdzing, soldering,

,-,c15,ting and ,various electric, gas and electrbg welding processes, mechanidii
tcsting, and non-deatActive examination for-quality control.



MUSIC

SUBJECT. PROFILE
DATE: May 25, 1979

-- _

GENERAL PURPOSE: To Support undekgradnate study leading to a' basic understanding

of music, its prinCipleS, history, educational methods and its applications in

s
,

various forms such "as voice and musical instruments.
_.f

LANGUAGES: The basic language of the collection.is English. W1 ge--the field

of, music is international;:empgasis$S placed on materials -in'IbLiano, nd German:

.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: There is 116' liMitatian in regards to the geograpHical areas
%,..

As long as the material is suitable 0 the curriculum of the= department:
a-.

_.,..

TYPES
,

OF- MATERIALS: COLLECTED:-_ Monographs, Manuals, dittiOnaties, encyclopedias,

,,;:.:skirettoriesi and sound', recordings,:

NOLOOIPAL)IKTATIONS: NIA

SP' SUBJECTS'AND.COLLECft- LEVELS:

'

`K;'',Tleory:' Elements of music theory; the structure of tonality in Western

the,dominant seventh chord,.nondominant Seventh chord, modu-,

etc

Ear Trainingight
Sin4ng:-.SystematiC development of: skills in 1

reading' musical notation.
.

Piano: Beginning piano fore stAdents with no background in keyboard

instruments and for those students playing si6Olemlnuets.

Intermediate level piano:technique with emphdsis on style, inter-

pretation, Sight reading, etc,

EMphasis on general knowledge of piano Iiterature--interpretation,

Style, and performdnce practices.

5

Guitar: Fundamentals of guitar technique'and -performance, including

ements of both classical and; folk guitar.

Symphony Orchestra: Standard repertory, .rarely performed wOrks
I

and
.

opport.inities to perform-chamber music in.addition to standain

repertory; etc.

InStrUsmen-tel_EnembIes: RehdarSal and public.performanceS in trios, quartets

and.guintets.

cal Groups e

\
r
Hrstcry of Music: Intensive study of a gelectedi4ic in music history

eackquarter- through the.use of-readings, recordings and scores,

*11
Mus ±d for Children

.k .. .

-39
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SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: May 2, 1979

'NATURIU RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

GENERAL PURPOSE:- To facilitate undergraduate education .leading to a Bachelor

of Science degree in Natural ResourcesManagement with emphasis areas in

Yish and Wildlife', Forestr, Parks and Recreation, and Environmental Services.

Secondary emphasis in support of a graduate-program leading to a Master of

.SCiince specializing in Agriculture.

-LANGUAGES: English is the primary language of the collection.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: .World-wide:

.a4e,, - __
TYPES OF MATERIALSQOLLECTED: Texts,. society pubi. transactions,

and proceedings of Conferenoeg_are of primary ecialIY_valOble

are government publications and documents dealit atural_resources;
.-_- ...

.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS; -Emphasis is on the- most' recent works, 1R/folder

maternal isi also collected.

'JPECIFIC SMECTS AND COLLCTING.LEVELS: . -

.
Fish and .Wildlife: All' aspects; lifejLiStOries, %manAgement,-s .

Forestry: _ All aspects, especially cultare,-ptotectron harvest; and '2

management.
--

Parks and Recreation: All'aspeCts dealing with res-our_ces_' ased-outdoor

r reation (policies, management, etc.)

Et ironmental Services.: General topics such.as poliutiOn, eliVironmental' 3:

!..r 7 --'''' ',..

_._ _..,_

ConSerVatiOn: All aspects as related to natural resources.ortheir.

law, and environmental monitoring..

management.:

I

40



SUBJECT PROFILE

DATE: May:2i..1979

ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE.

GENERAL PURPOSE: .To-support undergraduate study leading to'a certificate for

the technical prograim and a Bachelor of Science degree in Ornamental Horticulture

with emphasis in the Landscape Industry, Nursery Production, FlOriculture, and

Floral Design. To SuppOrt graduate study leading to a Master of Science in :

Agriculture.

LANGUAGE: English is the primary language of-the 'collection. Works in other'

languages are purchased in translation only

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: Worfdwide with emphasis on:,NOith America.

TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED:.- Bookg, reference.mat'.erials, society publications,

abstracts and indexeS; government'documents,'trade,journals, and selected

audiovisual material. Theses, dissertations and microform materials are purchased
,

in limited-nunbers. ,PoPular'treatment8 (with few eltceptions) and juvenile

matertils are not ordinarily purchased. - __

'=CHRONOLOGICAL LIMItATIONS: EMphasis is-on,the .most recent Works, butolder
. , *

materiat,_iS also collected: *
_

, -
1:,:.;". ..

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:
. ,,,:,,L- r

ti:t...

type ;_tt';'=,--
types OE'

Arboriculture

Botany: California; -1[.editerranean and similar

geography.

Floral Design

Floriculture

GreenbousePlants

Greenhouses

Grounds Maintenance

Horticulture. Butinest

Landscape Contracting

Landscape Design

landscape Gai-dening

Ornamental Horticulture

Ornamental-Planet: Herbadebus and woody.

Parks: Design, Maintenance, and Management.

Pest Controls on Ornamental -Planes

PlantTistue_Cultuce

Turf'Culture

Urban Forestry

Weeds

,.; 41
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PHILOSOPHY

SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: April 20, 1979

GENERAL PURPOSE: To support undergraduate study of philosophy in order to
satisfy_ general education requirements, specific requirements of other departmentS,

.

and individual,intdreit in philosophical topics and the history of philosophy.

There is no philosophy major. Traditionally the philosophy department has also
staffed courses in religious studies, but not in the philosophy of religion.

LANGUAGES:. English AS.- the'primary'language of the collettion. Works in other

languages are usualIY purchased in'transla0:on; occasionally they are purChased e;

in the original language.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS -EmphaSis is on western ph4bsophy (European, British and

American) as opposed to Oriental philosophy.

TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: Major journals, bibliographic works, and reference

works are purchased routinely, anCludinijournals. on microfilm. Popular treat-

" ments of philosoPhy and insidirationalwOrks.are rarely purchased. Introductory

texts and othe>works suitable for introductory courses are pdrchased selectively.,

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: None applicable.
0.

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

General Philosophy: Limited collection of standard classic and

contemporary works.

Aesthetics_and_lialue Theory: LiMited.collection of standard classic and

contemporary works and.,their commentaries,

Epistemology-and-Mat aphijsins:-' SeIectivec011IectiOn.ofstandard classic =and

contem*40*!y?-worksand.their comiteutaries.::;.

- ,..

Ethics'and Political Philosophy: Includes writing on social aid economic

justice, human_ rights, political theory as it affects. and the

philosoPhy of,law. Special topicS such as business and\professional ethics,

medical ethits, etc.

MO - hilosophy: Philosophical works ofimpartant Western
philosophers,' standard commentaries, and standard' expositions of the

.hiStory of Western philosophy.

_ _
History of Eastern Philosophy: 'Very liMited ccillection.

3

Logiciand Philosophy of Logic: Limited, includes standard, expositions
of,traditional logic, modern symbolit logic, modal logic,, inductive

'Ogre; and the philosophy of logic, and commentaries. -17:1-

1112L2fLaagugq:. .Limited collection of standard cldg8ic; contemporary
wor and commentaries

PhiloSopy Of' Mind and . choIogy: Limited collection of

standard -clasSic,, contemporary works,- and commentaries.

42
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(continad)-
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(PHILDSOPHY,. eontinued)."

.2JaiIosophy of Religion: Limited collection of-standard classic,
-'6Ontemporary works and commentaries. -

34!

Shilosophy-of,Sclence: Li- collection of standard classic contemporary
works, and commentaries.

Religious .Studies: (Not to be confuged with the Philosophy. ofreligion.)
Limited collection of cIassiC, contemporary works, and commentaries, including
-_works in sociology of religion.

42a,



SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE:, May 30.;.1979

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

GENERAL PURPOSE: -To undergraduate:undergraddat study leading to-a Bachelor of

Science degree in Physical Educatioa, Health Education and Recreation; and

to support graduate courges'leading to the Master of Science degree in Physical_

'Education.

LANGUAGES: English is the primary language of the collection.
- ,

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: Emphasis on the United States with some foreign countries.

TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: _Society publicatIdts, journalsand abstracts.

'TheSeS and dissertations are ordered otly.onreqdest; Popular treatments are

purchased- 'selectively.

LIMITATIONS: applicable..

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

Team Spor

Childhood,Games and Activities

`,

Aquatics

Self -Test Activities-
_

Dance and Rhythmic Activities

Ada-Pt-I-Yes

Organization'_and_Administration of Athletics

Research Methods in Physical_Educatiam

Curriculum Construction and Meth

.Health Education

Athletic.Training and Sports Medicine

, Recreation

Recreation Administration

Exercise Physiology

Kinesiology

-Motor Learning

Biomechanizs

43
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PHYSICS

,SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: June 11, 1979

...7/0ENERALCPURPOSE:_ To support undergraduate study leading,to BacheltitOf

degrees in Physics and in Physical Science. -

IANMJAGES:' English. WOrks in other languages-should be.purchased in translation

-only;
..

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: Worldwide, but with special..attention to California in

Geophysics and Geology. .

TYPES. OF. MATERIALS. COLLECTED: Books which review recent developmentS in a''

particular Subject area are important. Selected general interest books should

'also be collected. ociety publications and the transactions and proceeding's

conferencesof conferences are purchased selectively. Theses, dissertations;" microfilm,

audiovisuaIp materiaIs, and selected upper-division text books are purchased.

only w4et xecigested.

CHRONOLOGICAL -L,IMITATIONSt___ Only current materials'aie purchased except for

special requests or to coniiIete files of important journals..

SPECIFIC. SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:-.

7coustis:,,Including the physics- of music.

Astronomy: planetary and stellar.

.- Atodit and MdLedular_Phymcs

:iophysics

Computers and. Microprocessors: Applied to teaching undergraduate physics.

Electronics: Particularly digital electronics and microprocessors.

Elementary_Tarticie Physics

Energy: Solar, geothermal, wind,wave, tide, ion, fusion, etc.

Energy Crisis and Entrsy_Flanning: Productioniconsumption,, and-conser-.

Varian Oif energy.'

Environmental ,Effects of Energy Pro-duction_and Use.

Geophysics and Geology: Including paleomagnetism and earthquakes-with

special emPhasis on completeness for California.

Hi

Instrumentiation

Mathematical Physics: Including classical Mechanics, quantum mechanics,

relatkvity, gravitation, statisticar-mechanics, and, thermodytamica.

Meteorology: Including cloud"physics:

(-continued)



(PHYSICSi.cOntinued)

Nuclear Physics
-1!s-

Nuclear Reactor Safety

-Oc-nography: Including marine optics.

Op't'ics and Quantum Optics: Zncluding laser physics.

Solid State Physics

T

-

r.
44a
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POLITICA1. SCIENCE

SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: DeCemer 1979

GENERAL PURPOSE: 1/2o- support undergraduate study leading to _a Bachelor of

Arts degree in Political'Science with various subconcentrations in Public

Administration; Public Policy, International Relations, Urban Politics and

Pre -law. Also, to support general education requirement; for-all students
taught bythe department of Political Science.

LANGUAGES: Primarily English
-

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: Primar4y the, United Statesat all government levels.
Africa, Latin America,,Maddie East, 'Europe, the Soviet Union and China on

national and international,.level.

TYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: Major works in all areas ofpolitical science,
U.S. gOvernkent documents, CalMornia state and municipal documents, and

United Nations documents. ,

CHRONOLOGICAIAJMITATIONS: None

SPEetFIC SUBJECTS.1!tn COLLECTING LEVELS:

General clolIection in all' areas of politics.

_Political Theory:. Classical and modern poatical thought.

Public Administration

'Urban 'Politics

Comparative Politics: Area studies collection o£' all types.

Inee'raational Poliics:- General collection.

Public_,Policy: General collection 'including fiublic law and

constitutional law -with emphasis on .U.S, case studies.

4'

Technol Collection in science,

and publi;C:ptdicy including'energy.

technology and politicS,

tr>



SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: June 1, 1979

'PURPOS

cience degree
techtiltAi:ceiti4c

ergraugte study leaning tO:a 'Bachelor' of-
. .

ndustry; aiid, to support study for the two-year

LANGatES:
; 13,

s-

l

GEOGRAPHICAL,AREAS: The emphasis.iis on the United Statesbut all area are -:
iinkiided:l'-;

-,. -i -.1-:'/.
i.....*, ;

a I ,

'nits .*. MATERIALS COLLECTED: Selective pUralase' of up-Per-division.textbooks''
and' prodeedings of symposia and conferences...

,...

'CHRONOLOGICAL IIMITATIONS: EmphasiS on most . recent publications.

SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING"LEYELS: :. .,..

. POul4ry Feeding and Nutrition'

Breeding

-- Poultry_ Industry

Selection and-. Egg Production

Incubation _.

Poultry Production .Processing and Marketing
-

-.
Anat y and Physiology of Poultry

46 80



PSYCH0a*dY
.

-

-GENERAL kURPOSE: To support thOOneral.education program, aupplemenrvarious
majors, and.serve as a-Source'oflieCtives fOr increased self-awareness and

evelopment. The application *k.psychologica174iiinciples to existing' personal,

and technoIogic 51:probTeMS i emphasIzed. The department aisp u orts

graduate itddy'lea#ing to/the Master's.degree specializing in.Guidanc0 and #

. Counseling.

SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: May 30, 1979,

LANGUAGES: English is the prI language of the collection.
. e

GEddAPHICAL AREAS: EmphasiSJA-On Forth America and Europe.

.., TYPES OFIMATERIALS COLLECTED: MOSt"materials acquired-will-be inthe form of

bookil and periodicala. In addi4pft, reference works such as encyclopedias and. ,,:f

dictionaries oApsychology, abstracts, indexesand handbooks will be inclndjit: '

Proceedings or reports.of conferences; symposia, government publications, samples

of standardized,tegtS, theses, and dissertations will'be'veiy.telectively purchased.

=
,

, - t

CHRONOLOGICAL ,LIRITATIONS: PrimarSi.emphasis is on current' publications.
-.,

PE4F-It STBJECTS. AND COLLETING LEVELS :

t: To 'include ap-Proaches to self-expIoration and

self-7:Modificatiot, conieptions of luimen potential; and adjustment to

collegelland effective' study methodt.

1-,k Or an i z a t ions' / En,1gr;lz;if-Str i a 1 Ps yCh til b
- -' ; -

.

, . ,

Human SixuaLity:' To -nclude.
g.

-sexuardeveltiptheht_attitirdes,"ible
awarenes-b7Osexuar y, and sexual dYSfUnCtionin ,

Comiat-ive nd afialo

Abnormal Psychology

Behavioral Disordertin :Children

Clin-ic

Drrigs_andridcohol: To include effects of drugs and aldohol-on-

.
motpation,,emat)ion, perception; and learning. so, research

Concerning theoretical and treaiient models.-

'Human Factors and EnvironmentaL-Paytholagy

I. Psychological Testing: To include achie ent, aptitude, interest

',inventories, and peTsonplity inventories.. -Special'emphasis.for'
inliViduaIjintenigence testing, testing exceptional children,.and
assessment of learning disabilities.

/.

LearainandMotivatiOn

3

..-.
-si

cl'il , .

4...,, c..4. ontinued)
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(PSYCACILCIGY, Continued):

Personality

Psychology of Consciousness: To:include characteristics of

selected, qualitatively unique patterns of consciousness sm9h as

hppnosis, meditation,- dreaming, drug experience, and parapiychoIogicaI

'pbenomena; with a.particular.emphagis on adaptive and maladaptive

expression of these. states of''consciouSnegg:

Ptychological-AsTtects-of_Inequality: -To include the_evaluation of'

the psychological aspects of minority groups' inequality in. American'

society.
e

Psychology of Death: To include perceptions of death: cultural,

religious, familial, personality factors, suicide, the' psychology

of the, funeral process, and bereavement. .
-

Consulmer' Special emphasis on the. psychological- effects

of advertiAng.
./

Community Psycholo

Biofeedback"

Cr0s s-Cult Psycholozy



-

SOCIAL SCIENCES

-
GENERAL. PUWSE: To "support research and instruction leading to a Bachelor of-

Science degree in,Social Sciences. The department offers a broad array of lower
and upper-division course work-in Anthropology, Geography, and Sociology.
Degree concentrations offered include Criminal Justice, Community Studies,
Crpss-cultural Studies; Social Sciences (secondary teaching), and,Boci ervides,

Additional concentrations open to Social Sciences majors in other d artments

include Industrial Relations and Managgnent (BusinessAdministration),,Inter-
national Trade and Develqpment, and Urban Studies (political S4ette), and
Industrial Relations (Enwomics). '

LANGUAGES: English is the Primary langua of the co -on. "OcCasionapy'a
foreign languagework may'be requested-by individual .f tY members._

.GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: All regiOns.a4 all pebples of the world.;- with sPecial

emphasison North America (including Mexico), the. West, and California.

SUBJEM-PROFILE .

DATE --- May _1979

:.

TYPESOF MATERIALS_; COLLECTED: ManngraphS, treatises, compendiums,, perioulcals;
serials, basic'rekerence-works such as-atlases, gazetteers, mapS, dictionaiiesr-
and bibliographies, government docuMents, proceedings or reports of conferences, ey
and Symposia; selected dissertations and theses, audiovisual,materials,, and
microtextSof pdblished and; unpublished materials (upon speCific'requst.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: ,Nune

SPECIFICSUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:-
, 4

AnthrolidolOgy: All SubdiiciPlineg, with snecial emphasis nn cultural
anthropology, including applied anthropology, cultural ecology,. ethnology,
foIkIore, linguistics, and.socio-Iinguistics, physical anthrdpology,
including paleoanthropology and primatology, archaeology, and 'prehitory.

Geography: Ali_subdiScipIdnes.

3

Sociology: All subdisciplines.



SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE:' May 7, 1979

--

SOIL SCIENCE "W,A-4"

UNERAI:PURPOSE:,. To support undergraduate-study leading to sBacheior,of-
Sciencd.Zegree in Soil Science. To support graduate studY'leading to the

MeSteK, o£ Science degreein Agriculture. To support independent study in the
SoilScience,_to support programs in other areas:.of the Sch561.0f

( Agriculture, and to a limited extent to support special "research projects in
.

the area of Sbil,Stience.

. , .

_
LNGUAGES: EngliSh is,,,:the.ptimary langy age of the collection. Generally,

.

works in other anguages allp,:in translation° onTY.. Occasionally works-
,- _

from the western bemiSphert, `in Spanish are,appliceble.

; .

OGRAPHICALAREAS:, Worldwide coverage le-important. Ailworks.froM Canada;
rlat:Britain, the Netherlands,,Israel; Australia, Japan.and New ZeIand are

-_essential.

=TYPESOF.MATERIALS COLLECTED: Society. alications (joUrnAls, books and mono- a

graphs) and the transactions and proceedings of conferences should be purChased:

Theses,dissertations, and microform materials are purchased in limited numbers.

Trade periodicals of the'fertilizer induStry are important.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: Emphasis is- on-he-most recent wor-rES:',.a; but older

materialjis aiao'C011ected.. .
,

. '.
SPECIFIC_SUBJECTS:AND.COLLECTING LEVELS!

. .

Chemistry 3B-Saist: Soil an4ysis, plant analYsiS, heavy metalS;

pPllttion, weathering:Of .todlc;-

')-Sib11_MItexalogyv Clay minerals.
J -t

a

- a Soii fertility, plant nutrition, soil'

testing, nutrient cycaing An ecosystems g_ll: modeling oso and-plant systems.

FertilizerZe=ology-and-Use,,
Soil' Physics: 'Frrigation,
salinity, 'microclimatoIogy.

Soil Enginderin

aching, drainage, water quaiity-,

and .B iochemi str ecology, enzymes,
nitrogen fixation.

At)

es, nematocides:

micro-organisms,*micro-artivopod-
- -

pki4deS:. InseCticid her
.

.

.
Urge-nig Mittel-- bot_ s-- manure

.

sewage `:s

t

'Crop Management: TillageV

4cil__ConSeriation:-%Erosion, codservinAieural=resobrces, sedimentatidi,
watershed maliakement, reciimatVnof mined-and disturbed sbias. 7,

_
.01+

49



...--;:?kbnt &tied-
.

,.

, 07
Forest Soiis, Langeland: Soils, Tropical Soils

t- f,'
. Soil Genesis? Morphology and ClassificatianStructure pedology, '4.41..A.2"--*-- a 2 1Z.- ,..,01.
landscape Rxocesses, geology of soils', soil surveys, soil gdomorpholagy:?'.

. ,, t
,,.. r* .

r
Lind-Use_Plannizg: Public pniley related to sal and water-use; remote
sensing,Jpaerial photogrammefry-. -

-

, - a

.-;

4

L
-;



, SPEECH COMMUNICATION,

SUBJECT PRibrILE
DATE: June 12; 1979

a

-GitERAL PURPOSE: To 'Support the curriculum in Speech Communication and Drama
'g to ._a Bachelor 'of Arts degree. Emphasis is on materials Which enable

to fulfill requirements in general education, prepare for .communication-
Ilk' :eel-ogled cat,eers, and/or enhance both cultural awareness and individuaI:potentials.):=7

.

LANGUAGE. -English, is the pAmary language' of the cbllection. Works iti
LaQuaglii_ are _wtechased in- translation: .

GEOGRAgHICAL AREAS: Worldwide in. scope.

-- ----?_- ...,...
7,i,TYPES 0,F -Nk.c-tRIALS COLLECTED: Monographs, Society publicatio;1§", and the.. trans-

.--- __ ,_ --,- actIons end proceedings, f conferences; _Theses, dissertations, microfortly and _
: : audiovisual materials, are also purchased-: -

. t1. 4.3 . ,,, ,-,.

'
CHRONOLOGICAL.14161TATZONS.: -_ Emphasis _should be on current materials telated 'to

: 7 infqpnation!p'ioCesSiiie eluding cbiliputer application and scientiffe- nianagement--
...: !*- -.. ..1,-.,,0:-?;_ the _ .-- .;.41. to :K00,..de relevant tiNely Colleeti*ns.- There is also a need for the histctr., .persptive .to suppor 5#S:e.s.'subk, aS2-:ilhetoric) the history of public address,.

and;:riieFature of th& tre.--

SPECIZICC-S CTS LEVELS:
,

...4+6+7.:',1 h`..1e

Argoineritation, Discussion and ritbate Includes bate, entation,.
wand forehsic activity,.

'4-- , ". '.- ''
s7-tik,_

". - .--':' u :-.-. ..... . ,Includes organizational
4, CO I, PP ;21 ication, ghdustrial and pr,ofe4ional speech.

Communication Developthent in Children; InCludes psychelinguistic -:*.
.. .

diSabilities, organizing. and teachintkeech communication, develppmen,

. .

speech and language, and communicative disorders. ,i. r

Communicative' Theory: i .IficIudes- communicative research, eafamuh ication
..: .-., .% .,.__,,

theory, and cross- cultural communicadOn'
. .- i

, .
....,Oral Interpretatioji-: Includes °t selection, preparatioh and present

of maigial, for oral leading.
, .

:? . -..- -t,
Rhetoric and Public Address,. : - eludes the history. of rhetoric, princips
of-Speech ,. persuaSion, and Am can ,Public,Addreag. -.*.,.. ----.-...

4 4 .
J.

Theatre: rncludes direeLhg, stagecraft, theatrical history,
Iite*ure, children' s drama, and puppetry.,

e and Pho tics:, Includes physic ogidal and ana omicaI basis Of
duction. --



'

_ STATISTICS
jatf

GENERA, :PURPOSE: To support undergraduate stuay .1.e0ing to,* Bachelor of Science
'ti degree in -StatiStiCS .TO support graaulite . study totgp students ,taking applied

statistic `courses and to -proVide reference and research materials for fact ty..;

SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: May 10, 19 79..

=

-LANGUAGES :- EngliSh,

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: North _America t Europe,- India, Australia_ _ _ _

TYPES OF MATERIALS COIL s -perfOcli,cal dtpgS of

and society publicatiOnS.

CHZONOLOGICAL LIKITATIONS: Nc:e4Apilicable.

o

conferences,

`.SPECIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS.: .

:
; Applied Statistics: ..:Io include applications in fields such as BiblogY,

Engineerings, Psychology, Education, Agriculture, Business, and the.Health
Sciences.

Satapliiag:' To IncUde all aspects of _sampling:'. - c

Ndn,_Paraietrics: To include all aspects of non-parametric statiticS.
......40.

i
.1

.; 14111 tiVariite : To include 2ects of multivariate.statistics.' .

- -,-
.'' "Experimental Desig0- To in e-, all aspects(' of analysi variance,

regression. . ....-
s

.
i

. , -r

7

Ti a Series: Limited -collectio9 supportin.technical aspects of applied
time series.

Sta&,StiCal Theo -Limited collection supporting theoretical aspects o



,::,- 14

-._

VETERINARY SCIENCE ..,

t4

'GENERAL PURPOSE: To support study in basic veterinary science courses which

.... supplement work in the animal science and dairy science ma3ors.

SUBJECT PROFILE
DATE: June lij972

74

LANGUAGES: English.

GEOGRAPHICAL. AMPS: Not applicable.

.IYPES OF MATERIALS COLLECTED: Highly specilIized-medical' texts are excluded.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS: Emphasis is on the md t current material.

SILICIFIC SUBJECTS AND COLLECTING LEVELS:

Treatment 'of Small Animals-
tie

Treatment of Large Including horses> . cows; pigs.i:p.duitr;Ti etc.
_ _ ,

". _

.
f- 7.:-....,A :V

Reproduction: (se -A10.01a1 Science and Poultry dutriprq:i1e).v"--
.

, .

Animal -Digease

4.

r

,


